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08/775864

2771

Hosain Alam

Richard Michael Nemes

Express Mail No EE661456784US
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August 10 1998

to
CT

It is respectfully requested that the time for response to thc Office action dated

April 20 1998 be extended for period of one month from July 20 1998 to and

including August 20 1998 check for the $55 fee for this extension is enclosed

Respectfully submitted
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Richard Michael Nemes
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Brooklyn New York 11229

U.S.A

Telephone 718 6771748
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Richard Michael Nemes

2821 Kings Highway Apartment 1M
Brooklyn New York 11229

re Patent Application Np 08/775864 Art Unit 2771 Examiner FLT Alam

Dear Sir

Find enclosed 6-page response to the Office action dated April 20 1998

in conjunction with the above patent application In addition am enclosing

petition for extension of time along with check in the sum of $55 and self-

addressed postcard listing the enclosed items

Please note my change of permanent address and phone number

Richard Michael Nemes

2821 Kings Highway Apartment IM

Brooklyn New York 11229

U.S.A

August 10 1998

Assistant Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

Telephone 718 6771748
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Richard Michael Nemes
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IN TilL UNITED FATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK JFFICE

//tccnskl

Application Number 08/775864 Express Mail No EE661456784U/3_/14t

Art Unit 2771

Examiner Flosain Alani

ant Richard Michael Nemes

RESPONSE

tCommissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington D.C 20231

Sir

In response to the outstanding Office action dated April 20 1998 please consider the following

remarks petition for extension of time and payment are enclosed herewith

REMARKS

Formal drawings will be submitted after allowance of the application

Response to Part III DETAILED ACTION Items 37 Double Patenting

The Office states in items 3S that the subject matter claimed in the instant application is

fully disclosed in U.S Patent No 5121495 issued to Nenies hereinafter 495 and claimed in

Claim of 495 Specifically item states that the term chain of records appearing in Claim

of 495 col 12 line is equivalent to linked list of pointers/addresses of records and that

chaining is equivalent to being linked

495 nowhere teaches or claims linked lists or pointers and is strictly confined to the linear

probing technique of hashing as explicitly stated in Claim of 495 which reads An information

storage and retrieval system using hashing techniques to provide rapid access to the records of

said system and utilizing linear probing technique .. col ii line 67 through col 12 line

BTEX0000364



Application Number OS/775$f ..i Unit 2771 Examiner Hoaain Alani Applicant Richard Nemea

The linear probing technique is described in pages 506549 of the classic text by Knuth

entitled The Art of Computer Programming Volume Sorting and Searching Addison-Wesley

Reading Massachusetts 1973 Cite No in the List of Prior Art Cited by Applicant submitted in

conjunction with the instant application and is shown there to be applicable only to the open

addressing method of collision resolution which is nonlinked-list technique In the same vein

in the DETAILED DESCRIPTION section of the disclose in 495 hash table is described as

logically contiguous circular list of consecutively numbered fixed-sized storage units called

cells each capable of storing single item called record col line 3336 This description

excludes linked list implementations which are claimed here Since the instant application claims

linked lists not suggested by linear probing of the cited art the subject matter claimed is not dis

closed in 495

The term chain of records appearing in 495 is used descriptively and not as term of art

In 495 it consistently refers to sequence of consecutively occupied storage locations and makes

no sense when interpreted to include linked list implementations col line 6063 col line

1117 The aforementioned text by Knuth at page 527 is cited by 495 in this context col line

17 the discussion in that text being limited to linear probing under open addressing strictly

nonlinked-list technique In the same vein in the DETAILED DESCRIPTION section of the dis

closure in 495 all uses of the term chain e.g col lines 10 41 44 col line 39 follow

and are consistent with the description of hash table only as logically contiguous circular list

of consecutively numbered fixed-sized storage units called cells each capable of storing single

item called record col line 3336. This definition of chain is inconsistent with and does

not suggest the linked list technology claimed in the present application Thus 495 does not

teach or suggest linked list technology claimed in the instant application
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Application Number 08/7738t Unit 2771 Examiner Hosain T- Alam Applicant Richatti Names

Item states that as to claims and 495 does not recite the term linked List but instead

recites chain of records it being obvious to person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to use linked list of records because chain of records generates linked

list In light of the preceding explanation that chain as used in 495 does not suggest linked list

this rejection should be withdrawn

Item states that as to claims and 495 does not recite the removal based on the deter

mination of maximum number or expired records it being obvious to person of ordinary skill

in the art at the time the invention was made to group number of records and thus to predeter

mine the maximum number in the group to facilitate an efficient processing of records Since

claims and are dependent on claims and respectively which have been shown in the previ

ous paragraphs to be not suggested by the subject matter of 495 these claims are also patentable

The Office states in items 67 that the subject matter of claims 5S is fully disclosed in U.S

Patent No 5287499 issued to Nemes hereinafter 499 and claimed in Claims and of 499

Specifically item states that Claims and of 499 are directed to an apparatus and method for

information storage and retrieval wherein the memory addresses are hashed by using chain of

records having same hash address the chaining of records is external see claim col 17 line

It then states that the external chaining of records is equivalent to linked list of pointers/

addresses of records as claimed and the chaining is equivalent to being linked

Although it is true that in the instant application external chaining and chaining are each

equivalent to being linked 499 does not teach or suggest on-the-fly deletion of at least some

records based on automatic expiration of data which is claimed here

Item states that as to claim and 499 does not recite the terms linked list insert
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Application Number 081175861 ..i Unit 2771 Examiner llosain Alam Applicant Richard Nemes

retrieve or delete but instead recites external chaining and storing and that it would

have been obvious to person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to use

linked list of records because chain of records chained by an external chaining generates

linked list sic The499 patent however does not teach means or methods for identifying and

removing at least some expired ones of the records from the linked list when the linked list is

accessed see claims and which is taught by the instant application and is integral to claims

and Thus the rejection should be withdrawn

Item states that as to claims and 81 499 does not recite maximum number of

records but instead recites threshold and that It would have been obvious to person of ordi

nary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to group number or records for detennin

ing the threshold and thus to predetermine the maximum number for the threshold to facilitate an

efficient processing of records The maximum number of records in the instant application

and threshold in 499 serve different purposes and are structured and detennined differently

In the instant application the number is single quantity that serves as an upper limit on the num

ber of records removed from the linked list whenever the linked list is accessed see claims and

whereas in 499 the threshold is pair of coupled quantities an upper threshold and lower

threshold that serve as two-way signals indicating when the system should automatically reorga

nize group of records that reside in cells of the hash table into linked list and vice versa col

lines 4z1.54 and 6165 APPENDIX Since neither the maximum number of records nor the

upper threshold can be learned from the other by person of ordinary skill in the art from either

499 or the instant application the rejection should be removed Furthermore the dependent

Item reads .. As to claims and The 499 patent does not recite maximiun number of records

instead recite tlutshold sic This appears to be in error and should read As to claims and 8..
since the term maximum number apiars only in claims and
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Application Number 08/775564 ..t Unit 2771 Examiner Flosain Alam Applicant Richaid Nemes

claims are patentable because the independent claims on which they depend are patentable

Item states that there is no apparent reason why claims corresponding to those of the

instant application were not presented during prosecution of 499 In light of what has been shown

above that the teachings of the instant application are not included in those of 499 the rejection

should therefore be withdrawn

Response to Part Ill DETAILED ACTION Items 811 Claim Rejections 35 USC 103

Jn items 811 the Office rejects claims 18 under 35 U.S.C 103 obviousness as being

unpatentable over U.S Patent No 5287499 issued to Nemes hereinafter 499 in view of U.S

Patent No 5202981 issued to Shackielford hereinafter Shackelford Specifically item 10

states that with respect to claims 18 499 teaches everything that is claimed col line 6064

col line 4951 with the exception that it does not explicitly indicate the detennination of

threshold as being the maximum number of records and that Shackeiford teaches maximum

number of pointers col line 61 through col line

Claims 18 of the instant application address on-the-fly deletion of at least some records

from linked list based on automatic expiration of data whereas 499 teaches automatic reorgani

zation of records from linked list structure to sequential storage structure and vice versa to facili

tate system efficiency Nowhere does 499 teach deletion from the system nor does it teach

regarding automatically expiring data

The instant application teaches and claims claims and means and method for

dynamically determining the maximum number of records to be removed on-the-fly from linked

list when that linked list is accessed Shackelford on the other hand teaches an unrelated quan

5---
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Application Number 05/775514 .a Unit 2771 Examiner Hosain Alant Applicant Richard Ncmes

tity the existence of stored quantity accompanying the stream class data structure that identifies

the maximum number of pointers that are permitted to exist col line 61 through col line

Shackelford does not address an application with automatically expiring data nor does he address

how many items to delete These references
separately or in combination do not suggest the

claims of the
present application The rejection therefore should be withdrawn

Item 11 states that claims 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 103 as being unpatentable over

499 directed to the linked lists and the step of removing as set forth in the Double Patenting dis

cussion which is item in the Office action

Neither 499 nor Shackelford suggest what is recited in claims and for example

means and methods for identifying and removing at least some expired ones of the records from

the linked list when the linked list is accessed In addition for the reasons explained in detail in

the previous discussion rejection of claims and which are directed to dynamically

determining maximum number has already been discussed above Thus this rejection should be

withdrawn

In view of the foregoing remarks this application should be allowed to issue as patent

Respectfully submitted

Richard Michael Nemes

August 10 1998
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Serial Number 08/775864 Page
Art Unit 2771

The following is an Examiners Statement of Reasons for Allowance

The prior art does not teach or fairly suggest method and apparatus for on-the-

fly deletion of records in linked lists based on automatic expiration of data as claimed

In other words the prior art of record does not teach or fairly suggest the means or an

equivalent step in the method claim of means for .accessing linked list at the same

time removing ..some of the expired ones of the records in the linked list as recited

in lines 7-8 of claim Although the prior art of record Nemes 495 reference teaches

the use of chains of records and the deletion of records the Applicant in the Response

dated August 11 1998 Paper No provided arguments as to why the chain of

records as taught in the 495 reference is not the same as the linked list as claimed

The Applicant also distinguishes the claimed invention over the teachings of the 499

references see page Paper no

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the payment of the Issue Fee and to avoid processing delays should preferably

accompany the Issue Fee Such submissions should be clearly labeled Comments

on Statement of Reasons for Allowance

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Hosain Alam whose telephone number is 703

308-6662

HA

September 28 1998
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ABSTRACT

process and apparatus for manipulating boundless

data streams in an object oriented programming system

provides stream class of objects which includes as

attributes an ordered list of object references to selected

ones of the data objects stored in the data storage de
vice Methods for manipulating the object include move

to first move to last move to next and move to previ

ous which provide bi4irectional data stream The

data appears to the user as though it resides entirely in

memory even though it does not The stream class

implements sliding window in an object oriented

programming system which permits manipulation of

any number of lists of virtually unlimited size when

remaining within the physical limitations of finite stor

age
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PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR
MANIPULATING BOUNDLESS DATA STREAM

IN AN OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
SYflM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to object oriented program
ming systems and more particularly to method and

apparatus for manipulating boundless data stream in

an object oriented programming system

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Object Oriented Programming systems and processes

have been the subject of much investigation and interest

in state of the art data processing environments Object

Oriented Programming is computer program packag

ing technique which provides reusable and easily ex

pandable programs In contrast with known functional

programming techniques which are not easily adaptable

to new functional requirements and new types of data

object oriented programs are reusable and expandable

as new requirements arise With the ever increasing

complexity of computer based systems object oriented

programming has received increased attention and in

vestigation

In an object oriented programming system the pri

mary focus is on data rather than functions Object

oriented programming systems are composed oft large

number of objects An object is data structure and

set of operations or functions that can access that data

structure The data structure may be represented as

frame The frame has many slots each of which

contains an attribute of the data in the slot The attri

bute may be primitive i.e an integer or string or an

Object Reference which is pointer to the objects

instance or instances defined below Each operation

function that can access the data structure is called

method
no Illustrates schematic representation of an

object in which frame is encapsulated within its meth

ods no.2 illustrates an example of an object in which

the data structure relates to employee data and 1mm-

her of methods surround this data structure One

method for example obtains the age of an employee

Each defined object will usually be manifested in

number of instances Each instance contains the particu

1st data structure for particular example of the object

For example an object for iadividual tployee named

Joyce Smith is an instance of the employee object

Object oriented programming systems provide two

primary characteristics which allow flexible and reus

able programs to be developed These characteristics

are referred to as encapsulation and inheritance As

may be seen from na the frame data set is encap
sulated by its methods functions wall of code has

been placed around each piece of data All access to the

frame is handled by the surrounding methods Data

independence is thereby provided because an objects

data structure is accessed only by its methods Only the

associated methods know the internal data structure

This ensures data integrity

The inheritance property of object oriented pro

granuning systems allows previously written programs

to be broadened by creating new superclasses and sub

classes of objects New objects are described by how
they differ from preexisting objects so that entirely new

programs need not be written to handle new types of

data or functions

HG illustrates the inheritance property For ease

of illustration the objects are illustrated as rectangles

rather than as circles with the object name at the top of

rectangle the frame below the object name and the

methods below the frame Referring to FIG three

object classes are illustrated for salesperson em
ployee and person where salesperson is kind

to or employee which is kind or person In other

words salesperson is subclass of employee and em
ployee is the superclass of salesperson Similarly em
ployee is the subclass of person and person is the super
class of employee Each class shown includes three

15 instancet Soutter Tipp and Blue are sales-

persons Abraham Yates and Moore are em
ployees .1 McEnro Nader and Reagan are per
sons In other words an instance is related to its class by

an is relation-

20 Each subclass inhezits the frame and methods of its

superclass Thus for example salesperson frame in

herits age and hire date objects from the employee

superclass as well as print and promote methods Sales

person also includes unique quota attribute and pay
25 commission method Each instance can access all meth

ods and frames of its superclass so that for example

Blue can be promoted

In an object oriented system high level routine

requests an object to perform one of its methods by

30 sending the object message telling the object what

to do The receiving object responds to the message by

choosing the method that implements the message

name executing this method and then returning control

to the calling high level routine along with the results

35 of the method

Object oriented programming systems may be em
ployed as database management systems which are ca
pable of operating upon large database and which are

expendable and adaptable In an object oriented data-

40 base management system the date in the database is

organized and encapsulated in termsof objects with the

instances of the objects being the data in the database

Similarly the database manager may be organized as

set of objects with database management operations

45 being performed by sending messages from one object

to another The target object performs the requested

action on its attributes using its methodi

As described above object osien database rnam

pgement syste ypicall operate on large databases

50 However it is difficnlt to manipulate tfiuIiiHilili

or large subset of the database which results from

database query in order to view update or delete se

lected elements therefrom Front stem perspective

the obect oriented datab rests

53 boundless data stream which is too lar torn hi

the systems memory or tnto portion systems

memory aThocated to an indtvidual user

As is well 1ito those having 1km in the art

data processor typically includes internal volatile mem
60 ory often referred to as random access memory RAM

or simply as memory which is available to the system

for data manipulation For mulduser systems memory
is typically divided among the users Due to physical

memory limitations each user is limited to maximum

65 size of data stream which can be manipulateti In order

to allow manipulation of data streams which exceed the

ma.ximum size more memory must be provided or

mechanism must be provided which creates the appear-

5202981
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ance of manipulating boundless data stream without

exceeding the physical limitations of the data processing

envrOnlnent

Attempts have been made in prior art functionally

programmed database management systems to provide
the appearance of access to boundless data stream by

providing cursor For example in the Structured

Query Language SQL database management system

marketed by IBM Corporation as program product

number 5470-XYR cursor is provided The cursor

is file which provides forward pointers tot larger data

stream These forward pointers allow the data to be

manipulated in the forward direction as one very large

data stream Operation of cursor in an SQL database

system is described in publication entitled IBM Data

base Version SQL Reference Release IBM publi

cation number 5C26-4380-0 the disclosure of which is

incorporated herein by reference

Unfortunately an SQL cursor only allows boundless

data stream to be accessed or scrolled in the forward 20

direction Data manipulation often requires backward

scrolling as well In other words bidirectional scrolling

is required Moreover one particular SQL cursor may

only be employed by one user at one time Unfortu

nately large database management systems often re 25

quire multiuser capability Finally the SQL cursor is

implemented in functionally programmed database

management system process and apparatus for bidi

rectional multiuser manipulation of boundless data

stream in an object oriented database management sys

tem has heretofore not been available

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide

process and apparatus for manipulating boundless data

It is another object of the invention to provide

process and apparatus for manipulating boundless data

stream in an object oriented programming system

It is still another object of the invention to provide

process and apparatus for bidirectionally scroffing

boundless data stream in an object oriented program-

It is yet another object of the present invention to

provide process and apparatus for allowing single

user to bidirectionally scroll multiple instances of the

same boundless data stream in an object oriented pro
graninsing system

These and other objects are provided by the present

invention in an object oriented database management

system including data storage device having data

base of data objects stored thereon and an object ori

ented database manager operating in data processor
connected to the data storage device According to the

invention the object oriented database manager in
cludes stream class of objects Each time bound

less data stream is manipulated by user an instance of

the stream class is created

The stream class of the present invention includes

attributes and methods for allowing boundless data

stream to be manipulated bidirectionally by one user

without exceeding the physical limitations of the uts
environment In particular the stream class attributes in-

elude number of pointers which identify sequential

data objects selected from the database and an attribute

which identifies the maximum number of pointers per
mitted The maximum number of pointers is limited by

the amount of memory available to the user of the

stream class instance In effect the attributes of the

stream class create window into the database for the

user with the maænum size of the window being deter-

mined by the amount of memory available to the user

It will be understood by those having skill in the art

that the pointer in the stream attributes may point di-

reedy to i.e directly identify data objects in the data

base Alternatively the pointers may point to identify

10 data object-s in large data stream produced as result

of query to database In fact thapointers may point

to data elements in an SQL cursor Each pointer in the

stream class attribute may also indirectly point to the

data elements in the database by pointing to stream

15 element which includes therein one or more data ele

ments from the database Alternatively each pointer in

the stream class attribute may point to stream element

which in turn contains pointer to one or more data

elements from the database In other words direct or

indirect pointing may be employed

According to the invention an instance of the stream

class is created when user desires to manipulate
boundless data stream The instance will contain space
for number of pointers the maximum number of

which is determined by the amount of available man
ory

The data attributes of the stream class of the present

invention also include an identification of current one

of the pointers with the current pointer changing in

30 response to uaer request Thus each instance of the

stream class will include current value identification

of one of the pointers in the set of pointers inthe stream

class instance

The stream class of the present invention also in-

35 cludes methods associated therewith In particular

move to next and move to previous methods are

included The move to next method changes the

pointers in the stream class instance attributes to include

the data element immediately following the current

40 data element and to include neighboring data elements

of the immediately following data element in the re

maining pointers so that pointers to sequential data

elements are included in the stream Instance When the

maximum number of pointers are already present in the

stream class instance at least one poin must be de
leted before the immediately following data element

may be inserted Similarly the move to previous

method changes the pointers in the stream class Stance

attributes to include the data element Immediately pre
ceding the current data element and to include neigh

boring elements of the immediately preceding data ele

ment in the remaining pointers so that pointers to se

quential data elements are included in the stream in
stance When the maximum number of pointers are

already present In the stream class instauce at least one

pointer must be deleted before the immediately pieced

ing data element may be inserted The stream Stance

thereby provides sliding window into the large data

stream with the sliding window including desired

60 data element and as many surrounding data elements as

are possible consistent with the users memory alloca

tion

The stream class of the present invention also in-

eludes methods to move to first and move to last

65 In these methods the pointers in the stream Stance
attributes are changed to include the first and last

stream elements respectively and following or remain

ing elements respectively up to the maximum allowed

5202981
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names of pointers The stream class may also include an need not know what the actual data looks like or how

attribute defining the maximum number of data em- the object manipulates it

merits to be read each thne the database is physically An objects class defines the types and meanings of

accessed to thereby provide input/output buffering In the data and the action requests messages that the

preferred embodiment the maximum number of object will honor The individual objects containing

pointers in the stream class instance attribute is prefera- data are called instances of the class Classes generally

hly an integer multiple of the maximum number of data relate to real-world things For example Parts may
elements which can be read by the system at one time be class The data elements slots of part might be

The number of elements in the window is thereby part number status and part type The instances of

function of the number of elements which may be physi- 10 this class represent individual parts each with its own
cally accessed at one time part number status and type information The pro-

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS Lthe requested actions are called

FIG illustrates schematic representation of an Object classes can be defined to be subclasses of other

object 15 classes Subclasses inherit all the data characteristics

FIG illustrates schematic representation of an and methods of the parent class They can add addi

example of an object tional data and methods and they can override rede
FIG illustrates the inheritance property of objects fine any data elements or methods of the parent class

FiG illustrates schematic block diagram of an While most messages are sent to object instances the

object oriented computer system according to the pres- 20 message that requests that new instance be created is

ent invention sent to an object class The class will cause new in

FIG illustrates schematic block diagram of an stance to be created and will return an object identifier

object oriented program according to the present inven- by which that object will be known

tion The sender of an action request message need not

FIG illustrates representation of the stream class 25 know the exact class of the object to which it is sending

of the present invention the message As long as the target object either defines

FIG illustrates representation of the stream class method to handle the message or has parent class

of the present invention as it appears to user that defines such method then the message will be

FIG illustrates representation of the maximum handled using the data in the object instance and the

size of stream class of the present invention 30 method in its class or its parent class In fact it need not

FIG illustrates input/output buffering in stream be an immediate parent but may be parents parent

class of the present invention etc The sender of the method need only have the object

no Jo illustrates stream elements in stream class ID of the receiving object This property of object

of the present inventionS oriented systems is called inheritance The inheri

FIG 11 illustrates current value pointer ina stream 35 tance property is used in the present invention

class of the present invention Referring now to FIG schematic block diagram

FIGS 12 through 15 illustrate stream class of the of an object oriented computer system 10 is illustrated

present invention at various stages during operation of The system 10 includes data processor 11 which may
Inst example of the present invention be mainframe computer minicomputer or personal

FIG 16 through 29 illustrate stream class of the 40 computer For large databases having multiple users

present invention at various stages during operation mainframe computer is typically employed As is well

second example of the present invention known to those having skill in the art the data proces

FIGS 30 through 34 illustrate stream class of the sor 10 includes volatile data storage device 13 typi

present invention at various stages during operation of cafly random access memory RAM for providing

third example of the present invention 45 working store for active data and IntermedIate results

FIGS 35 through 40 illustrate stream class of the Data in RAM 13 is erased when power to the data

present invention at various stages during opcration of processor ii is removed or new user session is begun

fourth example of the present invention System 10 also includes nouvolatile data storage de

nt ice 14 for permanent storage of objects Device 14
nnaCRWflOn .csanw

50 may be direct access storage device DASD-a disk

EMBOwsvann
file tape file an erasable optical disk or other well

The present invention now will be described more known device Nonvolatile data storage device 14 will

fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying also be referred to herein as ciatabaae Volatile data

drawings in which preferred embodiment of the in- storage device 13 will also be referred to as memory
vention is shown This invention may however be 55 display terminal 15 includIng cathode ray tube

embodied in many different forms and should not be CR1 or other display and keyboard is also shown

construed as limited to the embodiment set forth herein An object oriented operating program 12 also in

rather this embodiment is provided so that this disclo- eluding in data processor 11 Object oriented operating

sure will be thorough and complete and will fully con- program 12 may be programmed in object oriented

vey the
scope of the invention to those skilled in the art 60 languages such as or Smailtalk or variations

Like numbers refer to like elements throughout thereof or in conventional programming languages

OBJECT ORIENTED COMPUTER SYSTEM
auchaa FORTRAN or BOL The nof en ob

In an object oriented computer system work is to- those skilled in the art of object oriented programming

complished by sending action request messages to an 65 systems and will only be described generally below

object which contains encapsulates data The object Referring now to FIG the main components of an

will perform the requested action on the data according object oriented program 12 FIG will be described

to its predefined methods The requester of the action more detailed description of the design and operation

51
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of an object oriented program is provided inObject various ways including altering the size of the stream as

Oriented Software Construction by Bertrand Meyer well as the amount of data read into memory from the

published by Prentice Hall in 1988 the disclosure of
cursor at one time Furthermore the data stream trans

which is incorporated herein by reference
parently manages multiple data streams against the same

Referring to no object oriented program 12 cursor Thus the boundless data stream reduces the

includes three primary components Messenger 51 an
amount of computer application code necessary to ma-

Object Management Table 52 and Loaded Classes

nipulate cursor while providing superior interface
Table 53 The Messenger 51 controls communication

the
between calling and called messages Object Manage

ment Table 52 and Loaded Classes Table 53 Object 10 In an object oriented programming system accord-

Management Table 52 contains list of 1nt tO ing to the present invention the boundless data stream

active object instances The Loaded Classes Table 53 is an infinitely long linked list of object references The

contains list of pointers to all methods of active object physical structure of the data stream in memory may be

classes represented as illustrated in FIG The large outer

Operation of the Object Oriented Program 12 will is stream box 21 is the maximum amount of memory uti

now be described for the example illustrated in FIG lized by the stream The smaller inner stream boxes 22

in which Method block 54 ofan object sends ntnrofrowsrejfmmthecursor23atany
message to Method block 55 of an object Method

one time The arrows show the direction in which one
sends message to Method by calling Messenger

may access the data The stream however logically

Messengerslobtainsapointertothedatafranse5óof
appears to the user as bi-directional cursor This is

the instance object specified by Method by searching
illustrated in FIG where the arrows show the direc

Object Management Table 52 for the instance object If

tion in which one may access the data The rows appear
the specified instance object cannot be found Object

Management Table 52 adds the instance object to the
in

groups
of two because in this example the data will

table and calls the instance to materialize its data from zs be read into the stream two elements at time This

the database Once In the instance table Object Man- number is arbitrary and can be designated by the user in

agement Table 52 returns the pointer to the materialized order to optimize I/O

instance object In an object oriented programming system the

Messenger 31 then obtains the address of Method boundless data stream may be implemented by two

from the Loaded Classes Table 53 If the instances class 30
object classes namely the Stream class and the Stream

is not loaded the Loaded Classes Table 53 will load it at

this time to materialize its data The Loaded Classes

Table 33 searches for the specified method Method
and returns the address of the method to Messenger 51

The Messenger 51 then calls Method passing it 35

system data area and the parameters from the call made

by Method including the pointer Method accesses

the data frame 56 using the pointer Method then

returns control to the Messenger 51 Which returns

control to Method

Element class The Stream Element class is where the

actual data is stored about the individual data objects

for which the stream was developed It could be some

thing as simple as an object ID to ajoin of any number

of objects These appear in memory only while the

Stream class needs them They are discarded and recre

ated as memory requirements dictate

The Stream class is composed of linked list of object

40 references to Stream Elements Additionally it has all

those methods necessary for converting cursor or

any other similar unidirectional database access media-

Sm into boundless linked list This linked list allows

both forward and backward movement and transpar

eutly handles all the cursor interfacing Essentially

user just moves up and down the Stream and accesses

the data directly The Stream handles all the cursor

opens closes and positioning as well as all the memory

management chores Thus for all practical purposes

the Stream appears to the user as smart linked list

That is all the data within the Stream appears autoniati

cally The user need only reference it

The Stream class allows user to create any number

55 of lists based upon
the same cursor The user can move

to the fisat last neat or previous elements In addition

the user can specify the maximum number of Stream

Elements to maintain in memory at any one time He

60
alsocanspecifythenumberofelementstobeteadwith

each physical access of the database i.e designate I/O

buffer size Finally the user can refresh the list at any

time with single instruction so that the list contains the

current updated value of the data as stored in the data-

65 se

Some of the attributes and methods of the stream

class and stream element class of the present invention

will now be described in detail

BOUNDLESS DATA STREAM

Inherent within object oriented database manage

ment systems is the necessity to easily manipulate very

large amounts of data Due to the physical limitations

of the computer and its operating system each user is

limited to finite amount of storage This in turn

limits the amount of data which can be in memory at

any one moment In order to increase the volume of

accessible data either more memory must be allocated

to the application or mechanism is needed which

provides the appearance of access to very large

volume of data while still remaining within the physical

limitations of the users environment The present in

vention process and apparatus of manipulating

boundless data streams provides the user with the

ability to manipulate any number of lists of virtually

unlimited size in finite amount of storage This inven

tion expands on the cursor known to those skilled in

the art which permits only uni-directional access to

data and which is non-recursive in that the data can

only be used once by single user at any single point in

time e.g the SQL cursor

The boundless data steam expands upon the capabili

ties of cursor by providing more flexible navigation

i.e bidirectional movement Memory and I/O optimiza

tion in the boundless data stream can be customized to

meet the requirements of particular application in

BTEX000039I
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STREAM CLASSATtRIBUTES

Max_List_Size

Ma_Li _ft nce_flbu sometimes

r2Łrred to as maximum attribute permits
the user to

specify the maximum number of elements to keep in the

1iThXü at any one time Through ins use the

birillThuftementhofa stream are reduced

PofkWiEiTnumber of elements in the list is

equal to Mat_LisL.Size and an additional element is to

be added to the end of the list then Delete_First is

done by the Move_to_Next method The default value

for Max_List_Size is LONG_MAX Where Max- 15

_List_Size is reduced to less than this default it is

desirable to set the new value to multiple of the Num
ber._to_Read instance attribute It is preferable to use

an integer multiple greater than such as 10 or 100

times Number_to_Read

Number_to_Read

Unknown_Nb.Elem 999999999

This is known as the unknown state since although

elements have ban read from the database the actual

end of the logical linked list has not been reached it

the end of the cursor bas not been reached

Known

This state is the actual number of elements in the

logical linked list This state comes in to existence only

when the end of the cursor has been reached and only

then ean it be assigned to Nb_Elements

55

An alternative embodiment adds an additional select

statement which actually returns the count of the num
ber of elements which Will meet the selection criteria

and assign that value at that dine

CurrentCursor

The Current_Cursor instance attribute is used to The

Current indicate which cursor is the active cursor for

the stream instance Although it is possible to define any 65

number of cursors within particular stream class any

stream instance can only use one cursor within partic

ular stream class at time

CurrenL_Value_Yointer Current_Value_Pointer

sometimes referred to as current attribute is the OREF
to the Current Stream Element in the linked list

Row_Count

Row_Count refers to the count of the rows in the

database or in the result of the selection criteria

STREAM CLASSMETHODS

The Current_Value instance method returns the

OREF to the current Stream Element in the linked list

Move_to_First

The Move_to_First instance method positions the

user at the first element in the logical linked list

Move_to_Last

The Move_to_Last instance method positions the

user at the last element in the logical linked list

Move_to_Next

Reopen

The reopen method reopens closed cursor and sets

the pointer to the beginning of the cursor

Other methods and attributes which are utilized to

implement the above methods will be described in the

examples which follow

STREAM ELEMENT CLASSAflRIBUTES

Object_id

The Object_id instance attribute is an OREF to any

object

STREAM ELEMENT CLASSMETHODS

This method creates new Stream Element object

Initialize

This method stores the values in the Stream Element

60 objects instance attributes

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STREAM AND
STREAM ELEMENT CLASS METHODS

Examples are now presented toillustrate the opera
tion of the invention Example describes the move to

first method which manipulates the data stream to set

the current value pointer to point at the first element in

the cursor Example describes the move to last

Number_to_Read attribute sometimes referred to The Move_to_Next instance method positions the

as Number_to_Read number attribute is the number 25 user at the next element in the logical linked list

of rows to be read from the cursor at any one time i.e
Move_to_Prey

the small box 22 in FIG This may also be called

Buffer_Size By reading set number of rows at any
The Move_.to_Prev instance method positions the

given time physical I/O erfonnance is optimized
user at the previous element In the logical linked list

Restart
Nb_Elements

The Restart instance method closes the physical data-

The Nb_Elements instance attribute contains the
ham access link i.e the cursor It deletes all stream

total number of elements in the logical linked list It
elements from memory and clean out the physical

three states 35 linked list Finally it resets the stream instance attri

butes to their original state In other words it forces the

teto
stream to refresh itself without having to delete it and

NbElements is set to zero when the stream has create new stream instance

just been created but the database has not been sc-

40
ceased
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b-memory linked list used to track the Stream Ele

ments This is the sliding window of the database Its

size is the number of elements in this linked list is

bounded by number of elements Is the physical list- 40

Maa_list_Size

Maximum list size or mn-size refer to the value

defined by the Max_List_Size instance attribute This

is the maximum number of rows in memory at any one

time If the number of rows in the physical list exceeds

this number the first row in the physical list must be

removed from memory before an additional row may be

added at the end of the physical list Number to read
read buffer burst mode read or burst read refer

to the value defined by the Number_to_Read instance

attribute certain number of rowa are read each time

the stream must access the database with I/O corn
mands Since most database access mechanisms pmvide
for some sort of data buffering selection of the buffer

size for this burst read opthnizea the utilization of the 55

databases buffering

The reserved word SELF appears throughout the

examples As is well known to those having skill in the

art the use of SELF in an expression having method

and object denotes the current instance of the class The 60

function of SELF in the present invention denotes the

current instance of the Stream Class

Deferred methods also appear throughout the exam

ples As is well known to those having skill in the art

deferred method which is defined by class but is only 65

implemented by the dependents children of the class

The function of the deferred method is precisely speci

fied by the Stream Class of the present invention al

12

though it is implemented by children of the Stream

Class

Memory utilization at particular time flash
points are also conceptually represented in the Exam
ples The data stream is illustrated as vertical box as

shown for example in FIG and The memory occu

pied by the physical list is illustrated as along horizontal

box as depicted in HG It will bold at most Max_Lis

L.Size elements The memory occupied by the elements

read in any one burst mode from the database will be

ahown as short horizontal box usually within the

physical list box as illustrated in FIG Each burst

mode box will hold maximum of Number_to_Read
elements

As illustrated in HG 10 row numbers will often be

seen within the bunt read boxes to demonstrate which

rows i.e stream elements are in memory at that time

Finally the current value pointer will he represented by
vertical arrowhead underneath the physical list As

illustrated in FIG 11 it will point to the current ele

ment In this figur it is pointing to element 05

EXAMPLE 1MOVE TO FIRST

As first example assume that there is stream

My_Stream which has already been created but has not

yet been accessed The physical list in memory is illus

trated in FIG 12 This example will load the first Num
ber_to_Read elements which the buffer àan hold

Once these are in the physical list the current value

pointer is set to point to the first ekment

user of My...Stream issues call to the Move_to_
First method and the Move_to_First method receives

controL This call can be represented as

The Move_to_First method determines that this is the

first time the stream has been accessed Thus it makes

call to the streams Load_Next method Load_Next

invokes the Fetch_Row method to retrieve stream

element Fetch_Row now receives controL It deter

mines that this is the first time this stream has been

accessed and issues call to the Open method Open
receives control and invokes the deferred method for

the appropriate database query language to open the

stream This deferred method receives controL

The operation to this point can be illustrated on the

program invocation stack as

50 My_Stream.Move_to_Fust which in turn called

SELFLoadNext which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called

SELF.Open which in turn called

SELF.database_query_language_Open

The deferred method loads the relevant search crite

and opens the actual data cursor i.e cursor 23 in

no.6 It then returns result code to its caller Assum
ing that the open by the deferred method is successful

OK is returned to the caller i.e the Open method Open
determines that the open was successful and initializes

instance attributes Cursor Status is set to open and

Nb_Elements is set to Unknown_Nb_Elems The

Row_Count instance attribute is set to CL Open then

11
5202981

method which manipulates the data stream to set the

current value pointer to point at the last clement in the

cursor Example describes the move to next method

which manipulates the data stream to set the current

value pointer to point at the next element in the cursor

Example describes the move to previous method

which manipulates the data stream to set the current

value pointer to point at the previous element in the

cursor

For purposes of these examples arbitrary values are 10

chosen for various attributes including Max_Lis

t_Size 12 Number_to_Read and 19 rows in the

database meet the selection criteria in all examples the

term database is used to refer to nonvolatile data

storage device 14 FIG The terms RAM and IS

memory are used to refer to volatile data storage

device 13 FIG
The term row refers to an entry in database table

It can represent either the physical row in the database

table or the row as stored in memory Thus it is some
times used interchangeably with the term Stream Ele

ment Stream Element refers to an object instance

which is pointed to by an object reference OREF
within the physical list OREFs are commonly used in

object oriented programming systems to point to an 25

instance of an object Stream Elements are the memory

images of rows retrieved from the database

Logical list logical linked list or virtual list is

the entire list as defused by the cursors selection criteria

against the physical database tables This is the list 30

which appears to the user to be in memory but in

reality is not If instance attribute Max_List_Size were

set to infinity and all rows from the cursor could be

placed into memory at one time then the logical list

would be the same as the physical list Physical list 35 My_Stream.Move_to_First

physical linked list or actual list refer to the actual

20

45
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returns to its caller Le Fetch_Row Fetclt_Row now

issues call to the daabase_.query_language to Fetch

i-c to get stream element Fetch receives control The

program invocation stack can be illustrated as

My_S am.Move_to_First which in turn called

SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called

SELF.databasell query-language_Open

The deferred Fetch routine fetches cursor row 01

into the appropriate host variables and issues call to

the Stream Elements Create method The Stream Ele

ments Create method creates an instance of the Stream

Element and Invokes the Initialize method The pro

gram invocation stack can be illustrated as

My...StreantMove_to_First which in turn called

SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called

SELFalatatbase_query_language_Fetch which in

turn called

Stream....Element.Create which in turn called

Stream_Plepjent.Initialize

The Stream Element Initialize method stores the

values In Its instance attributes and returns to the Create

method The Stream Elements Create method returns 35

control to its caller database_query.Janguage_Fetch

Fetch returns the OREF of the newly created Stream

Element to its caller Fetch_Row The Fetch_Row

method increments the RowCount instance attribute

from to land returns control to its caller Load_Next 40

The Load_Next method adds the stream element to

the end of the list which is currently empty The physi

cal list is illustrated in FIG 13 The Load_Next method

then invokes Fetch_Row and adds the resultant stream

element to the physical list three more times for total 45

of Number-to_Read times in this exampl times

The physical list can be represented in FIG It

Load_Next has caused Number_to_Read i.e

rows to be read from the database It now returns con
trol to its caller Move_to_First At this point the 50

Current_Value_Pointer is undefined Thus the

Move.4o_First method now establishes the Curren

t_Value_Pointer to point to the first element In the list

The physical list is illustrated in FIG 15 Note that

elements were read in at one time in single burst

These are illustrated in HG in the burst read box

read buffer The Current_Value_Pointer is pointing

to the first element stream element 01

EXAMPLE 2MOVE TO LAST

For the second example again assume that there is

stream My_Stream which has already been crated but

has not yet been accessed The physical list is illustrated

in FIG 16 This example reads in the elements buffer

at time Since the size of memory is 12 and buffer size

is three buffers will be read Another buffer is read

Memory is then full The first element in memory will

be deleted end of memory This will be repeated until

the buffer is empty- Another buffer will be read from

the database- Elements from the front of the physical

List will be deleted and Elements from the buffer will be

added to the end of the physical list This process will

continue until the end of the cursor is reached The

current_Value_Pointer will then be set to point to the

last element in the physical list

user of My_Stream issues call to the Move_to._

Last method and the Move_to_1.ast method receives

JO control The call can be represented as

My_Stream.Move_to__l..ast

Move_to_Last determines that this is the first time the

15 stream has been accessed Thus it calls the streams

Load_Next method Load_Next invokes the Fetch_

Row method to retrieve stream element Fetch..Jtow

receives control It determines that this is the first time

this stream has been accessed and calls the Open
20 method Open receives control and invokes the de

ferred database_query.Janguage_Open method This

deferred Open method receives control The program

invocation stack can be represented as

25 My_Stream.Move_to_I..ast which in turn called

SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called

SELEOpen which in turn called

SELF.databsse_query_langnage_Open

30

Deferred Open loads the relevant search criteria and

opens the actual data cursor i.e cursor 23 in FIG It

then returns result code to its caller Open- Assuming

that the open is successful OK is returned to the caller

Open Open determines that the open was successful

and initializes the instance attributes Cursor Status is

set to oped and Nb_Elements is set to Unknown_N
b_Elems The Row_Count instance attribute is set to

Open then returns control to its caller Fetch_Row
Fetch_Row calls database_query_language_Fetch

to get stream element Fetch receives control The

program invocation stack can be represented as

My_StreanMove_to_Last which in turn called

SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

SELF.FetchRow which in turn called

55

SELF.database_query_language_Fetch

Fetch fetches cursor row 01 into the appropriate host

variables and issues call to the Stream Elementts Cre
ate method The Stream Elements Create method cre

ates an instance of the stream element and invokes the

60 Initialize method The program invocation stack can be

represented as

My_Stream.Move_to_Last which in turn called

65 SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called

14
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load the next Number_to_..Read block of rows Load
Nest invokes the Fetch_Row method to retrieve

stream element Fetch_Row calls database_query_.

languageFetch to get stream element Fetch re

ceives control The program invocation stack can be 35

represented as

My_.Stream.Move_to_Last which in turn called

SELF.Load_Ncx which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_ltow which in turn called

SELF.database_querynage_Fetch

40

Fetch rh cursor row 05 into the appropriate host

variables and Issues call to the Stream Elements Cre
ate method The Stream Elements Create method cre

ares an instance of the Stream Element and invokes the

Initialize method The program invocation stack can 50

flow be represented as

My...Streain.Move....to..1.ast which in turn called

SELF.LOaILNe which in turn called

SELEFetch_Row which in turn called

SEL4aLabase_quy_language_Fetch which

turn called

Stream_Element.Create which in turn called

Streant....Element.Jnitialize

The Stream Elements Initialize method stores the 65

values in its instnnce attributes and returns control to its

caller the Create method- The Stream Elements Cre
ate method returns control to its caller

the list The physical list is illustrated in FIG 19

Load_Next then invokes Fetch_Row and adds the

resultant stream element to the physical list three more

times for total of Number....ro.....Read times Ic

times- This is because elements are read in single

burst The physical list is illustrated in no 20 Load
Next has caused Number_to_Read rows i.e rows to

be read from the database It now returns control to its

caller Move_to_Last

Move_to_Last determines that the end of the cursor

has not been reached Thus it calls the LoatL..Nezt

method again to load the next Number_to_Read

block of rows i.e rows The Load_Next invokes the

Fetch_Row method to retrieve stream element

Fetch_Row issues call to database_query_lan

guage_Fetch Fetch receives control The program
invocation stack can be represented as

SELF.database_query_language_Fetcb

Fetch fetches cursor row 09 into the appropriate host

variables and issues call to the Stream Elements Cre
ate method The Stream Elements Create method cre

ates an instance of the Stream Element and invokes the

Initialize method The program invocation stack can be

represented as

My_Stream.Move_to_Last which in turn called

SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

45 SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called-

SELF.database_query_language_Fetch which in

turn called

Stream_Element.Create which in turn called

StreamElement.Initialize

The Stream Elements Initialize method stores the

55 values in its instance attributes and returns control to

the Create method The Stream Elements Create

method returns control to its caller database_query_
in language_Fetch Fetch returns the OREF of the newly

created Stream Element to its caller FetchRow
60 Fetch_Row increments the Row_Count instance

attribute from to and returns control to its caller

Load_Next Load_Next adds the 09 Stream Element

to the end of the list The physical list is illustrated In

FIG 21

Load_next then invokes Fetch_Row and adds the

resultant Stream Element to the physical list three more

times for total of Number_to_Read times i.e

times This is because rows are read in single burst

BTEX0000395
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SELF.database_quer-y_language_Fetch which in database_query_Janguage_Fetch The Fetch routine

turn called returns the OR.EF of the newly created Stream Element

to its caller Fetch_Row

Stream._ElementCreate which in turn called Fetch_Row increments the Row_Count instance

attribute from to and returns control to its caller

Streatu_Elementlnitialize Load_Next Load_Next adds the 05 Stream Element

i.e the element from row of the cursor to the end of

The Stream Elements Initialize method stores the

values in its instance attributes and returns control to

the Create method The Stream Elements Create 10

method returns control to its caller database_query_

language_Fetch Fetch returns the OREF of the newly

created Stream Element to its caller Fetch_Row

Fetch_Row increments the Row_Count instance aftri

butefrom0tolandreturnscontroltoktscallerLoad_ 15

Next

The Load_Next method adds Stream Element 01

i.e Stream Element from Row 01 of the database se

lected results to the end of the list which is currently

empty The physical list is ifiustrated in FIG 17 20

Load_Next then invokes Fetch_Row and adds the

resultant stream element to the physical list three more

times for total of Number_to_Read times i.e

times Thus elements are read in single bunt The

physical list can is illustrated in no is 25

Load_Next has caused Numberto_Read rows i.e My_Stream.Move_to_Last which in turn called

rows to be read from the database It now returns

control to its caller Move_to_Last Move_to_Last SELF.Load_.Next which in turn called

determines that the end of the cursor has not been

reached Thus it calls the Load_Next method again to 30 SELRFetch_Row which in turn called
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The physical list is illustrated in FIG 22 Load_Next

has caused Number_to_Read rows i.e rows to be

read from the database It now returns control to its

caller Move_to_Last

Move_jo_Last determines that the end of the cursor

has not been reached so it issues call to the Load_
Next method again to load the next Number_so_Read

block of rows i.e rows Load_Next invokes Fetch_

Row to retrieve stream element Fetch_Row calls

database_query_language_Fetch to get Stream Ele

ment Fetch receives control The program invocation

can be represented as

My_StreaaMove_io_Last which in turn called

SELELoad_Next which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_.Row which in turn called

SELF4at.abase_query_language_Fetch

Fetch fetches cursor row 13 into the appropriate host

variables and issues call to the Stream Elements Cre

ate method The Stream Elements Create method crc

tes an instance of the Stream Element and invokes the

Initialize method The program invocation stack can be

represented as

My_Strcam.Move_toLast which in turn called

SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called

SELF.database_query_language_Fetch which in 35

turn called

18

Move_to_Last determines that the end of the cursor

still has not been reached Thus it calls the Load_Next

method again to load the next Number_to_Read

block of rows i.e rows Load_Next invokes Fetck...

Row to retrieve Stream Element Fetch_Row calls

database_query_language_Fetch to get Stream Ele

ment Fetch receives control The program invocation

stack can be represented as

10 My_Stream.Move_to_Last which in turn called

SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

SELF Fetch_Row which in turn called

SELF.database_query_language_Fetch

Fetch fetches cursor row 17 into the appropriate host

variables and issues call to the Stream Elements Crc-

20 ate method The Stream Elements Create method est

ates an instance of the Stream Element and invokes the

Initialize method The program invocation stack can be

represented as

25 My_Stream.Move_to_Last which in turn called

SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called

SELF.database_query_language_Fetch which in

turn called

Stream_ElementCreate which in turn called

Strnm_Flementjnitialize

Stream_Eleznent.Create which in turn called The Stream Elements Initialize-method stores the

values in its instance attributes and returns control to

40 tha Create method The Stream Elements Create
Stream_Element initialize

method returns control to its caller Fetch Fetch re

turns the 011SF of the newly created Stream Element

The Stream Elements Initialized method stores the
to its caller Fetch_Row

values in its instance attributes and returns control tO Fetch_Row increments the Row_Count instance

the Create method The Stream Elements Create
attribute from 16 to 17 and returns to its caller Load__

method returns control to its caller Fetch The Fetch
Next Load_Next determines that the physical list has

routine returns the OREF of the newly created Stream
reached the MatList_-Size boundary i.a 12 so it

Element to its caller Fetch_Row
dele the first element off the list The physical list is

The Fetch_Row method increments the Row_ iUustrns in FIG 26 Load_Next adds the stream ale-

Count Instance attribute from 12 to 13 and returns con- 50 meat to the end of the list The physical list is Illustrated

trol to its caller Load Next Load_Next determines flQ 27 NotIce that no more than total of Max-

that the physical list has reached the Ma_ListSize _Lin_Sie i.t 12 elements are in the list at any one

boundary so it deletes the first element off the list The
time Load_next invokes Fetch_Row and drops off the

physical list is illustrated in FIG 23 Load_Next next front elements and adds the resultant Stream Element to

adds the stream element to the end of the list Th Pl1Ysi- 55 the physical list two more times The physical list is

cal list is illustrated in FIG 24 Notice that no more illustrated in FIG 28

than total of Max_List_Size i.e 12 elements are in The Load_Next method Invokes the Fetch_Row

the list at any one time method fourth time Load_Next invokes the Fetch_

Load_Next invokes Fetch_Row and drops off the Row method to retrieve Stream Element Fetch_-

front elements and adds the resultant Stream Elements 60 Row calls database_query_language_Fetch to get

to the physical list three more times for total of Mum- Stream Element Fetch receives control The program

ber_to_Read times As is well known to those having invocation stack can be.represented as

skill in the art elements are deleted from the front of My_Stream.Move_to_Las which in turn called

list by freeing the memory The physical list is illus

trated in FIG 25 Load_Next has caused Num- 65

bet_to_Read rows i.e rows to be read from the

database It now returns control to its caller

Move_to_Last

BTEX0000396
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SELF.LoadNext which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called



EXAMPLE 3MOVE TO NEXT

For purposes of this example assume that partial list

is currently in memory The physical list is illustrated in

FIG 30 shows where the maximum 12 elements Max
_tisL.Size are in memory and the Curren

t_Valu...Pointer is pointing to the last element in the

physical list te the element from the row 16 in the

database In this example since the Curren

t_Value_Pointer is pointing to the last element will be

read from the cursor into the buffet Elements will be

deleted front the front of the physical list and added to

the end of the physical list from the buffer one at time

until the contents of the entire buffer is in the physical

list The Current_Value_Pointer will then be set to

point to the next clement in the physical list

user of My_Stream issues call to the Move_to_
Nat method and the Move_to_Next method receives

control The call can be represented as

My_Stream.Move_to_Next End_of_List_Indica

tor

End_of_List_Indicator is passed as parameter and is 45

assigned state as control is returned Move_to_Next

determines that the Current_Value_Pointer is on the

last element i.e the 12th element in the physical list

and also that the End_of_the_Cursor has not been

reached Thus it invokes Load_Next to load in the

next buffer i.e elements from single burst Load
Next invokes the Fetch_Row method to retrieve

Stream Element Fetch_Row calls datahase_query_

language_Fetch to get stream Element Fetch re

ceives control The program invocation stack can be ss

represented as

My_Stream.Move_to_Next which in turn called

SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Itow which in turn called

SELF.database_query_language_Fs

Fetch fetches cursor row 17 into the appropriate bust

variables and issues call to the Stream Elements Cre

ate method The Stream Elements Create method cre

SELF.database_query_language_Fetch which

turn called

Strcam_Element.Create which in turn called

Stream_Elernent.lnitialixe

The Stream Elements Initialize method stores the

values in its instance attributes and returns control to

the control to its caller Fetch Fetch returns the OREF
of the newly created Stream Element to its caller

Fetch_Row

The Fetch_Row method Increments the Row_

25
Count instance attribute from 16 to 17 and returns con

trol to its caller Load_next The Load_Next method

determines that the physical list has reached the Max
_List_Size boundary i.e 12 elements Thus it deletes

the first element off the list The physical list is illua

30 trated in FIG 31

The Load_Next method adds the Stream Element to

the end of the list The physical list is illustrated in FiG
32 Notice that no more than total of Max_List_Size

i.e 12 elements are in the list at any one time The

35 Load_Next method then invokes Fetch_Row and

drops off the front elements and adds the resultant

Stream Element to the physical list two more times

The physical list is illustrated in FiG 33

The Load_Next method invokes the Fetch_Row

method fourth time The Load_Next invokes the

Fetch_Row method to retrieve Stream Element

Fetch_Row calls database_query_language_Fetch

to get Stream Element Fetch receives control The

program invocation stack can be represented as

My_Stream.Move_to_Next which in turn called

SELELoad_Next which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called

SELF.database_query_language_Fetch

Fetch receives an End_of_Cursor from the fetch

and returns control to Fetch_Row with the appropri

ate End_of..flrsor indicator The Fetch_Row

method sets the Cursor_Status attribute to En
d_of_Cursor and returns control to its caller Load

to
Next The Load_Next method determines that the

cursor has been closed from the value in Cursor_Status

and returns control to its caller Move_to_Next with

out modifying the physical list The Move_to_Next

method then moves the Current_Value_Pointer to the

next element in the list i.e the element that was row 17

in the database The physical list is illustrated in FIG

34 Notice that there are Max_Size_List elements i.e

12 elements in the physical list and the current value

19

SELF.database_query_language_Fetch
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ates an instance of the Stream Element and invokes the

Initialize method The program invocation stack can be

Fetch receives an End_of_Cursor from the fetch represented as

and returns control to Fetch_Row with the appropri

ate indicator The Fetch_Row method sets Nb_Ele- My_Stream.Mov..to_Next which in turn called

ments equal to Row..Count sets the Cursor Status

attribute to End_of_Cursor and returns control to its SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

caller Load_Next The Load_Next method deter

mines that the cursor has been closed from the value in SELF Fetch_Row which in turn called

Cursor Status and returns control to its caller 10

Move_to_Last without modifying the physical list

The Move_to_Last method determines that the end of

the cursor has now been reached Since the Curren

t_Value_Pointer is currently undefined Move_to_
Last establishes the Current_Value_Pointer to point to is

the last element in the list The physical list is illustrated

in FIG 29 Note that there are only Max_Size_List

elements i.e 12 elements in the list Also note that the

Current_Value_Pointer is pointing to the last element

i.e the element from row 19 in the result of the database 20

selection

in

BTEX0000397
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pointer is pointing to the element which was in row 17

in the database

EXAMPLE 4MOVE TO PREY

For purposes of this example assume that partial list

is currently in memory with the Cm-rca

t_Value_Pointer pointing to the first element of the

list The physical list is illustrated in HG- 35 In this

example it will be determined that Curren

t_Vaiue_Pointer is set to the tint element of the physi

cal list The cursor pointer will be determined All ele

ments in the physical list will be deleted The cursor

will then be closed The cursor will be reopened with

the pointer pointing to the beginning of the cursor

Memory will be loaded with elements Number_to_..

Read elements at time The Current_Value_.Pointer

will then be set to point to the previous element in

memory the physical list

user of My_Stream issues call to the Move_to_
Prey method and the Move_to_Prey method receives

control The call can be represented as

My_.Stream.Move_to_Prev End_of_List_indica

tor

22

SELF.dstabase_query_language_Fegch

Fetch finds that the cursor is closed and returns to its

caller with an appropriate closed cursor indication The

Fetch_Row method upon fmding that the cursor is

closed calls the Reopen method to reopen and reposi

tion the cursor The Reopen method opens the cursor

and positions the pointer to the beginning of the cursor

It then returns to the Fetch_Row method

Fetch_Row now issues call to itself to call

database..query_Jsnguage._Fetcb to get Stream Ele

ment Fetch receives control The program invocation

stack can be represented as

My_Stream.Move_to_Prev which in turn called

SELF.Load_Prev which in turn called

SELELoad_Next which in turn called

SELFYetch_Row which in turn called

SELEFetch_Row which in turn called

25
SELF.databasc_query._languagc_p5a

Fetch fetches cursor row 01 into the appropriate host

variables and issues call to the Stream Elements Cre
ate method The Stream Elements Create method cre

ates an instance of the Stream Element and invokes the

Initialize method The program invocation stack can be

represented as

The Stream Elements Initialize routine stores the val

ues in its instance attributes and return to the Create

methot
The Stream Elements Create method returns control

to its caller database_query_language_Fetch Fetch

returns the OREF of the newly created Stream Element

to its caller the second Fetch_Row The second Fetch

_Row method increments the Row_Count instance

attribute from to and returns control to its caller the

first Fetch_Row The first Fetch_Row returns control

to Load_Next

The Load_Next method adds the Stream Element to

the end of the list which is currently empty The pbysi

65
cal list is illustrated in HG 37 The Load_Next method

then invokes Fetch_Row and adds the resultant Stream

Element to the physical list three more times for total

of Number_to_Read times The physical list is hUms-

10

End_of_List_Indicator is passed as parameter and is

assigned its state as control is returned The Move_to_
Prey method determines that the Curren

t_Value_Pointer is on the first element in the physical
30

list and that some elements have previously been

dropped from the beginning of the list This is deter

mined by comparing Row_Count to Max_List_Size

If It Is greater then some elements have been ddeted

from the beginning of the list Thus it invokes Load_ My_Stream.Move_to_Prev which in turn called

Prey to load in the previous buffet The LoatPrev

method determines the physical row number of the SELF.Load_.Prev which in turn called

element as it resided in the result of the database selec

lion immediately preceding the first element in the SELF.Load_Next which turn called

physical list i.e row number It then closes the cursor

by calling the Close methoci
SELF.Fetch_R.ow which in turn called

Close calls the database_query_language_Close

method If there is more than one cursor open .Fet_Row which in turn called

dat_language_Close determines which is

open closes it and returns control to the Close method-
which in

Close returns control to its caller Load_-Prey The

Loa.Prev method then deletes all the physical list

elements and frees memos-y The physical list is hUms- Stieaiii_Eltiuieiitflente which in turn called

trated in FIG 36

The Load_Prey method then executes the L.oad_ so
Stream_Eletnentinilialize

Next method for Max_List_Size/Number_to_Read

times since Max_List_-Size is 12 and Numba_to__

Read is Load_Prey executes Load_Next limes

For the first of the times Load_.Next receives control

on the first loop and invokes the Fetch_Row method to ss

retrieve Stream Element Fetch_Row calls

database_query_language_Fetch to get Stream Ele

ment Fetch receives control The program invocation

stack can be represented as

My_Strcaw.Move_to_Prev which in turn called

SELF.Load_Prev which in turn called

SELF.Load_Next which in turn called

SELF.Fetch_Row which in turn called
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trated in FIG- 38 LoadNext has caused Num
ber_to_Read rows i.e. rows to be read from the

database since Number_To_Read is It returns con
trol to its caller Loa_Prev LoacL.Prev invokes

Load_Next two more times for total of three times

The physical list is illustrated in HG 39 Load_.Next is

called times because Max_List_Size is 12 and Nurn

ber_to_Read is

Load_Prey now returns control to its caller

Move_to_Prey The Move_to_Pi-ev method posi- 10

tions the Current_Value_Pointer to the appropriate

element in the list The physical list is illustrated in HO
40 Notice that the Current_Value_Pointer i5 pointing

to the element from the 4th row in the database i.e one

before the row number from the database which the 15

pointer pointed to in the physical list row

PSEUDO CODE APPENDIX ASTREAM CLASS

The following Appendix contains pseudo code

listing of an implementation of the stream class of the 20

present invention in an object oriented computer sys

tem The pseudo code listing is designed to operate with

IBMs well-known Structured Query Language SQL

PSEUDO CODE APPENDIX BSTREAM
ELEMENT CLASS

The following Appendix contains pseudo code

listing of an implementation of the stream class of the

present invention in an object oriented computer sys

tem The pseudo code listing is designed to operate with

IBMs well-known Structured Query Language SQL
In the drawings and specification there have been

disclosed typical preferred embodiments of the inven

tion and although specific terms are employed they are

used in generic and descriptive sense only and not for

purposes of limitation the scope of the invention being

set forth in the following claims

That which we claim is

method for bidirectionally accessing data in

database management system comprising data storage

device database of first plurality of data elements

stored in the data storage device data processor con
nected to the data storage device said data proor
Æxecnting database manager for converting plurality

of unidirectional pointers into bidirectional pointers to

manipulate said first plurality of data elements said

bidirectional access method comprising the steps ot

accepting query request

processing the accepted query request to obtain

second plurality of pointers to second plurality of

data elements selected from said first plurality of

data elements as result of said query
creating file in said data storage device for storing

said second plurality of pointers therein in prede-
termined sequence from first to last pointer

said file allowing only unidirectional access to said

second plurality of pointers from said first to said

last pointers

accepting request to manipulate said second plural-
60

ity of data elements including selected one of said

second plurality of data elements

creating data window in said data storage device

for storing therein third plurality of pointers se

lected from said second plurality of pointers stored
65

in said file allowing only unidirectional access to

said second plurality of pointers

storing the selected third plurality of pointers in said

35

24
data window the selected third plurality of point

ers comprising third plurality of sequential point

ers from said second plurality of pointers stored in

said file allowing only unidirectional access to said

second plurality of pointers including pointer to

said selected one of said second plurality of data

elements and

bidirectionally accessing said third plurality of point

ers stored in said data window and selected from

said second plurality of pointers stored in said fda

allowing only unidirectional access to said second

plurality of pointers

The method of claim wherein said query request

accepting step comprises the step of accepting request

to manipulate first data element in said file and

wherein said storing step comprises the step of storing

third plurality of sequential pointers from said second

plurality of pointers beginning with said first pointer

The method of claim wherein said query request

accepting step comprises the step of accepting request

to manipulate last data element in said file and wherein

said storing step comprises the step of storing third

plurality of sequential pointers from said second plural

Ity of pointers ending with said last pointer

The method of claim wherein said query request

accepting step comprises the step of accepting request

to manipulate next data element in said file and

wherein said storing step comprises the step of storing

third plurality of sequential pointers from said second

30 plurality of pointers including pointer to said neat

data element

The method of claim wherein said query request

accepting step comprises the step of accepting request

to manipulate previous data element in said file and

wherein said storing step comprises the step of storing

third plurality of sequential pointers from said second

plurality of pointers including said next data element

The method of claim wherein said storing step

further comprises the step of repeatedly storing the

third plurality of sequential pointers beginning with said

first pointer until said last pointer is stored

database management system comprising

data storage device

database of first plurality of data elements stored

in said data storage device

data processor connected to said data storage de

vice and

said data processing executing database manager
for converting plurality of unidirectional pointers

into bidirectional pointers to manipulate said first

plurality of data elements comprising

means for accepting query request

means for processing the accepted query request to

obtain second plurality of pointers to second

plurality of data elements selected from said first

plurality of data elements as result of said

query

means for creating file in said data storage device

for storing said second plurality of pointers

therein in predetermined sequence from first

to last pointer said file allowing only unidirec

tional access to said second plurality of pointers

from said first to said last pointers

means for accepting request to manipulate said

second plurality of data elements including

selected one of said second plurality of data ele

ments

means for creating data window in said data ator
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age device for storing therein third plurality of

pointers selected from said second plurality of

pointers stored in said file allowing only unidi

rectional access to said second plurality of point-

en
means for storing the selected third plurality of

pointers in the data window the selected third

plurality of pointers comprising third plurality

of sequential pointers from said second plurality

of pointers stored in said file allowing only unidi-

rectional access to said second plurality of point

ers including the pointer to said selected one of

said plurality of said elements and

means for bidirectionaily accessing said third plu
rality of pointers stored in said data window and

selected from said second plurality of pointers

stored in said file allowing only unidirectional

access to said second plurality of pointers

The system of claim wherein said query request

accepting means comprises means for accepting it-
20

quest to manipulate first data element in said file and

wherein said means for storing comprises means for

storing third plurality of sequential pointers from said

second plurality of pointers beginning with said first

25
poter

The system of claim wherein said query request

accepting means comprises means for accepting re

quest to manipulate last data element in said file and

wherein said means for storing comprises means for

storing third plurality of sequential pointers from said

second plurality of pointers beginning with aaid last

pointer

10 The system of claim wherein said query request

accepting means comprises means for accepting re

quest to manipulate next data element in said file and

wberein said means for storing comprises means for

storing continuous third plurality of sequential point-

en front said second plurality of pointers including

pointer to said neat data element

11 The system of claim wherein said query request

accepting means comprises means for accepting re

quest to manipulate previous data element in said file

and wherein said means for storing comprises means for

stothsg third plurality of sequential pointers from said

second plurality of pointers including pointer to said

previous data element

12 The system of claim wherein said means for

storing further comprises means for storing series of

third pluralities of sequential pointers beginning with

said first Pointer until said last pointer is storcct

13 The system of claim wherein said ifie comprises

structured query language cursor

14 process for manipulating data stream coinpris

lug second plurality of data objects in an object ori

ented database management system comprising data

storage device database of first plurality of data

objects stored in said data storage device in predeter

mined sequence data processor connected to said data

storage device said data processor executing an object

oriented database manager for manipulating said first

plurality of data objects said process comprising the

steps of

providing stream class of objects in said object

oriented database manager said stream class of
65

objects including stream class attributes and stream

class methods
said stream class attributes comprising

second plurality of pointers for identifying sec

26

ond plurality of data objects selected from said

first plurality of data objects in said database

current attribute for identifying current one of

said second plurality of pointers and

maximum attribute for identifying the maximum

number of pointers in said second plurality of

pointers

said stream class methods comprising

first method for placing in an instance of said

stream class second plurality of pointers in

eluding pointer for identifying data object

immediately preceding the data object identified

in said current attribute and

second method for placing in an instance of said

stream class second plurality of pointers in

cluding pointer for identifying data object

immediately succeeding the data object identi

fied in said current attribute

creating an instance of stream class object to manip
ulate said first plurality of data objects using said

second plurality of pointers and

processing said instance of said stream class object on

said data processor using said first and second

stream class methods

15 The process of claim 14 wherein said stream class

methods further comprise

third method foe placing in an instance of said

stream class second plurality of pointers includ

ing pointer for identifying first data object in the

predetermined sequence of said first plurality of

data objects and

fourth method for placing in an instance of said

stream class second plurality of pointers includ

ing pointer for identifying last data object in the

predetermined sequence of said first plurality of

data objects and

wherein said processing step further comprises pro

cessing said instance of said stream class object on

said data processor using said third and fourth

stream class methods

16 The process of claim 14 wherein said second plu

rality of pointers directly identify said second plurality

of data objects

17 The process of claim 14 wherein said second plu

rality of pointers comprise said second plurality of data

objects

18 The process of claim 14 further comprising the

step of creating stream element class of objects and

creating second plurality of instances of said stream

element class of objects respective one of said second

plurality of pointers identifying respective one of said

second plurality of instances of said stream element

class

19 The process of claim 18 wherein said second plu

rality of instances of said stream element class of objects

includes pointer for identifying respective one of

said second plurality of data objects
20 The process of claim 18 wherein said second plu

rality of instances of said stream element class of objects

comprises respective one of said second plurality of

data objects

21 The process of claim 14 further comprising the

step of selecting said maximum attribute to be less than

or equal to the maximum number of pointers which may
be stored in said data storage device

22 The process of claim 14 wherein said first method

perfØrms the following steps

deleting at least one of said second plurality of point-
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en from said stream class attributes and

inserting said pointer for identifying data object

immediately preceding the data object identified in

said current attribute into said stream class attri

butes

23 The process of claim 14 wherein said second

method performs the following steps

deleting at least one said second plurality of pointers

from said stream class attributcs and
10

inserting said pointer for identifying data object

immediately succeeding the data object identified

in said current attribute into said stream class ansi

bates

24 The process of claim 15 wherein said third
15

method performs the following steps

deleting all of said second plurality of pointers from

said stream class attributes and

inserting said pointer for identifying aaid first data

object into said second plurality of pointers 20

25 The process of claim 15 wherein said third

method performs the following steps

deleting all of said second plurality of pointers from

said stream class attributes and

inserting second plurality of pointers for identifying 25

said stream class with the inserted second plurality

of pointers beginning with said first data object

26 The process of claim 15 wherein said fourth

method performs the following steps

deleting all of said second plurality of pointers from 30

said stream class attributes and

inserting second plurality of pointers for identifying

said atream class with the inserted second plurality

of pointers ending with said last data object

21 The process of claim 14 wherein said step of creat

ing an instance comprises the step of creating an in-

stance of said stream class object for each user of said

object oriented database management system
2$ The process of claim 14 wherein said step of creat

ing an instance comprises the step of creating an in

stance of said stream class object for each query of said

database In said object oriented database management

29 An object oriented database management system

comprising

data storage device

database of first plurality of data objects stored in

said data storage device in predetermined se

quence

data processor connected to said data storage de

said data prooessing executing an object oriented

database manager for manipulating said first plu

rality of data objects said object oriented database

manager including stream class of objects said

stream class of objects including stream class attri

butes and stream clan methods
said stream class attributes comprising

second plurality of pointers for identifying sec
ond plurality of data objects selected from said

first plurality of data objects in said database

current attribute for identifying current one of

said second plurality of pointers and

maximum attribute for identifying the maximum

number of pointers in said second plurality of

pointers

said stream class methods comprising

28

first method for placing in an instance of said

stream class second plurality of pointers in

cluding pointer for identifying data object

immediately preceding the data object identified

in said current attribute and

second method for placing in an instance of said

stream class second plurality of pointers in

cluding pointer for identifying data object

immediately succeeding the data object identi

fled in said current anribute

creating means including in said object oriented data

base manager for creating an instance of stream

class object and

stream class method processing means included in

said object oriented database manager for process

ing said instance of said stream class object using

said first and second stream class methods

30 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said stream class methods further

comprise

third method for placing in an instance of said

stream class second plurality of pointers includ

ing pointer for identifying first data object in the

predetermined sequence of said first plurality of

data objects and

fourth method for placing in an instance of said

stream class second plurality of pointers includ

ing pointer for identifying last data object in the

predetermined sequence of said first plurality of

data objects and

wherein said stream class method processing means

also processes said instance of said stream class

object using said third and fourth stream class

methods

31 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said database of data objects com
prises subset of larger database of data objects said

first plurality of data objects resulting frosu query of

said larger database

32 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said data storage device comprises

nonvolatile data storage device and wherein said data

base is stored in said nonvolatile data storage device

33 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said data storage deviôe comprises

volatile data storage device and wherein said database

is stored in said volatile data storage device

34 The object oriented database management system

of claim 31 wherein said subset of larger database

comprises cursor of said larger database

35 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said second plurality of pointers

directly identify said second plurality of data objects

36 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said second plurality of pointers

comprise said second plurality of data objects

37 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said object oriented database man

ager further includes stream element class of objects

and means for creating second plurality of instances of

said stream element clan of objects respective one of

said second plurality of pointera identifying respective

one of said second plurality of instances of said stream

element class

38 The object oriented database management system

of claim 37 wherein said second plurality of Stances of

said stream element class of objects includes pointer

5202981
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or identifying respective one of said second plurality

of data objects

39 The object oriented database management system

of claim 37 wherein said second plw-alit-y of instances of

said stream element class of objects comprises respec

tive one of said second plurality of data objects

40 The abject oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said maximum attribute is selected

to be less than or equal to the maximum number of
10

pointers which may be stored in said data storage de

Sn
41 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said first method comprises

means for deleting at least one of said second plurality

of pointers from said stream class attributes and

means for inserting said pointer for identifying data

object immediately preceding the data object iden

tified in said current attribute into said stream class

attributes

42 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said second method comprises

means for deleting at least one of said second plurality zs

of pointers mm said stream class attributes and

means or inserting said pointer for identifying data

object immediately succeeding the data object

identified in said current attribute into said stream

class attributes
30

43 The object oriented database management system

of claim 30 wherein said third method comprises

means or deleting all of said second plurality of

pointers from said stream class attributes and 35

means for inserting said pointer for identifying said

first data object into said second plurality of point-

44 The object oriented database management system

40

30

of claim 30 wherein said third method comprises

means for deleting all of said second plurality of

pointers from said stream class attributes and

means for inserting second plurality of pointers for

identifying said stream class with the inserted sec

ond plurality of pointers beginning with said first

data object

45 The object oriented database management claim

30 wherein said fourth method comprises

means for deleting all of said second plurality of

pointers from said stream class attributes and

means for inserting second plurality of pointers for

identifying said stream clasi with the inserted sec

ond plurality of pointers ending with said last data

object

46 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said second plurality of data objects

comprises second plurality of sequential data objects

selected from said first plurality of data objects

47 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said stream class attributes further

comprise

number attribute for identifying the number of said

first plurality of objects to be read from said data

storage device at one time

48 The object oriented database management system

of claim 47 wherein said maximum attribute is an inte

ger multiple of said number attribute

49 The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said means for creating an instance

comprises means for creating an instance of said stream

class object for each user of said object oriented data

base management system

SO The object oriented database management system

of claim 29 wherein said means for creating an instance

comprises means for creating an Instance of said stream

class object for each query of said database in said ob

ject oriented database management system

45

$0

55

60

65
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Column line 31 after objects insert --

Column line after cursor insert --

Column line 40 FIG should be --FIGS.--

Column line 41 should be --of--

Column lines 57-58 including should be
included--

Column line 39 Which should be --which--

Column line after cursor insert

Column line 25 delete Number to Read

Column line 63 delete The
Column line 64 delete Current

Column 10 line Current Value Pointer first
occurrence should be centered above column

Column 10 line 60 after attributes insert

Column 11 line 39 after is first occurrence
insert --limited by the Mar_List_Size instance attribute
That is--

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENTNO 5202981 Page of 22

DATED April 13 1993

INVENTORS Shackelford

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby

corrected as shown below
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENTNO 5202981
DATED April 13 1993

INVENTORS Shackelford

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby

corrected as shown below

Column 12 line 66 Cursor Status should be

--cursor_Status--

Column 13 line 12 delete and insert

Column 13 line 33 Element should be
--Elements--

Column 13 line 68 after deleted insert --and the
next element from the buffer will be loaded at the--

Column 14 line 40 Cursor Status should be

--Cursor Status--

Column 17 line 43 Initialized should be
--Initialize--

Column 19 line Cursor Status should be

--Cursor Status--

Column 19 line 10 Cursor Status should be

-Cursor tatus

Column 19 line 26 delete shows

Column 19 line 31 after element insert --in the

physical list the next Number_to_Read elements--

Column 19 line 64 Fcb should be --Fetch--



UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENTNO 5202981 Page of 22

QATED April 13 1993

INVENTORS Shackelford

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby

corrected as shown below

Column 20 line 21 after the first occurrence
insert --Create method The Stream Elements Create
method returns--

Column 22 line Fetch should be --Fetch--

Column 22 line 25 Fetch
should be --Fetch--

Column 23 line i.e. should be --i.e.--

Column 23 line 23 after SQL insert --kPPENTJIX

STREAM CLASS--
attached

Column 23 line 32 after SQL insert --APPENDIX
STREAM ELEMENT CLASS-

attached

Column 24 line 48 processing should be

-processor--

Column 25 line 13 said second occurrence
should be --data--

Column 25 line 31 beginning should be

-ending--
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corrected as shown below

line 53 processing should be

line 11 including should be

lines 25-26 should be indented

line after management insert

Page of 22

Column 27
-processor--

Column 28
-included--

Column 29

Column 30
--system of--

Attest

Signed and Sealed this

First Day of November 1994

BRUCE LEHMAN

Conminioner of Paenz and TratenarksAttesting Officer
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package body StreateCls is -- deferred IIAORSTI1E

-- stream object is smart linked list of stream elements which

-- loads its data automatically From SQL cursor This stream class

-- is not totally efFective since it lacks the artual SQL cursor declarations

-- to make your own stream

-- Group all your queries by application by stream element Ibis

means that in general place all your queries within

-- particular application which share the sane stream element into

single stream class

Inhierit From this class and define the deferred methods

Identl lied throughout this document SQL Open SQL Close and

SQL Fetch Take care that their relative positions are not

changed particulor SQL_Open must physically appear in the

class representation before both

SQL Close and SQL_retch Why The SQL pre-processor is one

pass processor and the cursor declaration must appear before

any r3ferences to it Since the cursor declaration is at the

beginning of the SQL_Open metiod it must by default appear
before the other SQL_fl methods

DeFine assignment methods to lead the search criteria instance

attributes There are couple of ways to do thIs You can

define one single instance method which accepts all the search

criteria for particular cursor as parameters This single

method would load the appropriate instance attributes and also

set the Current_Cursor to refer to the correct cursor

Alternatively you could have multiple single valued

assignment statements This stream object could thea be passed

around to different methods where each may fill in portion of

the selection criteria When all relevant selection criteria

has been supplied another method on this stream would then be

called which assigned the correct cursor number to

Current_Cursor You may want one method which assigns value

to Current_Cursor for each query or you may want one method

which decides which value to assign to Current_Cursor based

upon sort parameter and which selection criteria instance

attributes may have been filled in so far

There are lot of variations on the previous two themes The

key is that you must decide how you want to set your search

criteria and Current_Cursor It is certainly acceptable to

combine these different approaches In any way desired within

the same stream Just make sure And document your interfaces

clearly and completely

-- If you want modifiable stream you must export those features

-- from XAIJIXLST as desired However if you change l-lax_l.ist SIze

and the stream is forced to discard portions off the front of

the list any modifications in the list which are not already
--i physically reflected in the data base will be lost

BTEX00004O7
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how client Uses stream

Assume we are in method where My_Strenm is declared of type

--I Some Arbitrary Stream Class lIve following piece of code shows how

-- client of stream class would use Ny_Stream

--
My_Stream.Ci-eate

My_Stream.AssignSelectioncrlteria
--

tly_Strenm.Hove to Last

Assign_Selection Criteria would accept particular selection criteria as

well as assign Current Cursor to be the correct cursor value

note SQL introduces serious drawback it is not recursive that

is cursor can only be open once at any one time This means that

-- if two instances of the same stream which use the same cursor exist at

-- the same time each stream instance will be competing for the same

.- cursor Each instance will he closing the other instances cursor and

-- re-opening the cursor with its own selection criteria Serious

--
thrashing can result One way to prevent this Is to only allow one

Instancecursor to exist at any one time Additionally this ettect can

-.- be minimized by assigning sufficiently large value to Nunther_to Read

-- Another more sophisticated and more drastic approach is to declare the

-- exact same cursor multiple times with different names Then define

hoolean class attributes which indicate which cursors are in use by any

instance of that stream class

-- note SQLCOUE is Ideuine macro which is translated to SQLCA.SQLCODE by

-- the SQL pre-compi 1cr

-- INhERIT

Llnkj.ist_Cls

RENAME

-- Create Stream renames Create

XAINKLST_DeI_AI1 renames Delete All

-- XAL.NKLST Del Cur renames Delete_Current
--

XALNKLST_Deh_Flrst renames Delete_First

XALNKLST_Del_tast renames Delete_Last

XALNKLST_tlov2frs renames Hove_ta_ri rst

XALNKLST_Nov2tast renames Nave_to_Last

-- XALtlKLSTMovfllext renames Move_ta_Next

-- XALIIKLSTI4ovZPrev renames Move_ta_Prey

-- XALNKLSINbEIems renames Nb Elements

-- EXPORt

-- Create_Stream

-- Current_Value

Move_to_first

-- Ilove_to_tast

-- Move_to_Next

llovejo_Prev

-- Nh_Elements

-- llestart

-- Row_Count

-- CLASS AtTRIBUTES

-- inherited from XALNKLST

-- inherited from XAINKLST

dc fined be low

defined below

defined below

-- defined below

-- defined below

-- defined below

-- defined below
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UNKNOWN SQl FuROR EXCIERJ OH
SQL error was encountered idich is not one cit those shown below

-- as SQL class attributes

Cursor Closed SHORT

used by Cursor Status to indicate that the cursor is closed

-- this value must be zero since Cursor Status is Initialized

to zero

Cursor_Open SHORT

-- used by Cursor_Status to indicate that the cursor open

End of Cursor SHORE

used by Cursor Status to indicate that the cursor is open hut at

end of rile condition

WOK suonr

-- the previous SQL cownand completed success fully and normally

SQL_Cursor_NotOpen SHORE -501

etch or close was attempted on curcnr which is not open
-- cursor must be open before letci can i.e done recover by

--
opening the cursor and trying the retch again

SQL_Cursor_Open SIRT -502
-- an open cursor was issued to cursor which is already open

-- recover by closing the cursor and trying the open again

SQL_End_of_Cursor 5110111 100
-- the last row in the cursor has already been read there are no more

-- rows in the cursor

llnknownNlilems LONG 999909999

used to initialize NbElenients

-- INSTANCE ATTRIBUTES

Current_Cursor 5110111

-- to determine which particular cursor is in use by this instance

-- allows the SQL routines i.e SQL_Fetch SQL_Open SQL_Close
-- to perform their tasks

note he very careful about changing this

value after the stream lies begun processing the cursor ii you must

-- change it do It as foi lows

-- SEIF.tlestart

inmuediately followed by

Current_Cursor new_value

Cursor_Status SHORT

-- saves the state or the cursor values correspond to Cursor_Open
--

Cursor_Closed End_el_Cursor

First Ume 000CEAN TRUE
used to determine if this is the first inie hrougli the

Hove_to_F rst

-- routine so that load_Next
and Hove to First can hr done

Last Object Fetched Object ID
this attribute keeps track of the last row fetched rro

the cursor it is used in conjunction with flqw Count
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to re-position the cursor alter 002 coninit

Max List Size LONG LOt4GMAx

this spec lies the maximum tunler of elements to keel In the Ii siked

-- list at any one time It Is used in reducing the overall memory

requirements of stream it is used this ways If the number of

-- elements in the list is equal to Max List_Site and an additional

element is to be added to the end of the list then UeleteLirst

-- Is done by the Hove_to_Next method if you decide to reduce it from

LONGNAX then the new value should he multiple

-- of Number_to Read preferably multiple greater than and more

-- like 10 or 100 times Number to Read

Nb_Elements LONG

this contains the number of elenEnts in the linked list

it is initial ted as an anti trani ly large value linknown_Nb_Elcms

when the cursor is open and retains that value until the end of the

-- cursor is reached then It is set to the actual number of elements

-- in the list

note do not use this attribute in lOll loop the FOR loop makes

-- temporary copy of the stop value and works with that instead of

Interrogating the original stop value each 1001 if you must use this

attribute in loop use some sort of LIIIILE loop

Number to Read SllORf 100

-- this Is the number of rows to read from the cursor

-- at one time its primary purpose Is to Improve

per fonnance

Row Count LONG

-- this attribute keeps track of the the number of rows fetched from

-- the cursor it Is used In conjunction with Last Object Cetched

-- to re-position the cursor after 0132 coerit or to determine

-- how maay rows to read to rebuild the beginning of the list

note to children declare the search criteria far ALL your cursors

as instance attributes here

-- CLASS 8111005

-- INSTANCE PIETIIOOS

procedure close

close the cursor is

SQLCode SHORT
-- used as return parameter from the sql methods to determine

-- if the method was successful

begin

LOGiC

SELr.noti fy
if the cursor is not closed we close it if it is closed

then we just ignore this call is

begin

if

Cursor Status Cursor_Closed

then

switch to the correct plan is

begin

CLASS REFFJAOI308AS.Switch Plan SELl
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end
.c close the correct cursor is

begin

SELF SQL Close SQLCode
cud

check the sqicode value or any errors it is ok if

the cursor was already closed when we tried to close

it is

begin

If

SQLCode SQL_OK

or

SQLCode SQL Cursor Not_Open

titer

Last_Objectfetched FORGET

Cursor_Status Cursor Closed

else

ClASS_REF OAOIIOOAS Set_last_SQL_Error SQlCode

raise UP1KNObIH SQ ERROR

end if

end

end ii

end

end close

procedure delete_all

delete all the elements in the linked list Is

note this method is provided In case child decides

-- to export the delete_all feature there are some special handling

considerations which need to he isplemented

begin

-- LOGIC

SELF.Noti fy

while

XALNKISTIIb_Elems

loop

SELF Del etc_ri rsl
end loop

end delete_all

procedure delete_current

delete the current value i.e stream element from the liaked

list Is

-- note this method is provided in case child decides

to export the delete_current feature there are some special handling

considerations which need to be Implemented

Save Current_Value Oem
used to save the OPEl or the stream element so that it may be

physical ly removed from memory

begi

-- LOGIC

SELF Noti fy

save the OPEl to the current stream element so we can clobber it

arter we remove it from the lInked lIst is

begin

Save_Current_Value SELF.Current Value

end

let the inherited delete current remove the node front the list is

begin
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SElf XALUftSI He 1_Cur

end

now remove the stream element from memory is

begin

CU\SSREFOAOIJbJM UQld Ilemove Object Save Current Value

cud
end delete current

procedure delete first

delete the First element in the linked list is

note this method is provided In case child decides

-- to export the delete First feature there jire some special handling

considerations which need La be implemented

Save Current Value Oem
used to save the OllEF oF the stream element so that It may he

__ physIcally removed from memory

begin

-- tildE

StLf.Notify

-c save the OPEl to the current stream element so we ran clobber it

alter we remove it From the linked list na-
is

begin

Save Current Value SEIF.Current Value

end

let the Inlieri ted delete first remove the node From the list is

begin

SELFiAINKtS1 Del First

end

-c now remove the stream element From memory is

begin

CIASSfiEFRAOUWIIJJOW_Remove_Dbject Save_Current_Value

end
end delete_first

proiEedure delete last

-c delete the last element in the linked list is

--- note this method is provided In case child decides

-- to export the delete last Feature there are some special handling

considerations which need to be implemented

Save_Current_Value Elem
__ used to save the OPEl oF the stream elenrut so that it may be

--
physically removed From memory

begin

-- l.OGlC

SELF.Nothfy

save the OPEl to the current stream element so we can clobber it

alter we remove it From the linked list is

begin

Save Current Value SEiLCurrent Value

end

let the inherited delete last remove the node from the list Is

hegin

SftF.XALI4KLSI Dc East

end
ct

now remove the stream element from memory is

begin

ClASS REV BAOIJI4I 110W_Remove_Object Save Current_Value

end

end delete last
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procedure fetch_row
Stream Elenieuut Out out Stream Element

switch to the correct plan execute the SQL etch strteacnt and

return stream element If the cursor does not return row

I.e SQL code of it means that we have hit end of Ella

so invoke SELF.Close ii the cursor Is not open

i.e SQL code of -501 this means that tire cursor was closed

because of corral or rollback and we must roper the cursor

and try the fetch again is

SQL Code 511081

-- used as return parameter front the sql methods to determine

-- if the method was successful

begin

-- LOGIC

SELF.Notl ly
ii this is the first time through we need to force the

cursor open

begin

First Time TRUE
then

SELF Open
-- note SELI.Open does date base.switch plan so

-- one Is not necessary here

First time FALSE
else

switch to the correct plan Ic

heg in

cLASS_REFBIWBOBAS.Switchylen SELF

end

end ii

crud

fetch the next row rote the correct cursor is

beg in

SEI.F.SQL Fetch Stream_Element_Out SQL Code

end

process the sqicode is

begin

If

SQL_Code SQL OK
then

we got another row so increment the row counter is

beg In

Row Count Row_Count

end

keep track or the object Id in the last row fetched so

we can reposition our cursor later if necessary is

begin

Last Object Fetched GET_OBJECT_ID Strenre Element Out Object

end

else

if

SQL_Code SQL_End_of_Cursor

then

Cursor_Status End_o Cursor

Stream EleeientQut FORGET

else

if
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SQL Code SQL Cursor Net Open
then

SELF .Reopen
-- note the Ileopeti method In tur calls this method

-- as it attempts to reposition the cursor

it is not possible that

__a this recursive call will also get SQLCIlrsor_Not_Open

-- condition since the cursor cannot be closed by an

__ intermediate

-- coasnit to the data base- therefore1 this routine is

-- protected from an infinite iooit possibility

SEIS.Fetch low Stream lementit

else

Cl ASSfiEFBA0000AS.Set_last_SQI Error SQL Code

raise IJNKHOWNMJLRRO11

end if

end If

end ii

end

end fetch row

procedure load_next

load the next Ninher_to_Read Stream_Elements into the list Is

mdx 5181
used to drive the loop which fills up the list with Handier_to_Read

__ elements

Stream_Element Stream_Element

this stream element is returned by the fetch_row routine after

which it is appended to the end of the linked list

begin

-- LOGIC

SELF.lIoti ry

lhitialize variables is

begin

mdx

end

append stremn elements to the end of the list is

begin

while

mdx Number_to_Read

and

Cursor_Status ft End_a Cursor

stop when NunØer_to_Read elements are loaded or when the end of

S- the cursor is reached whichever occurs first note that when

the end of the cursor is reached the fetch will return

void stream element object reference

loop

fetch the east stream element From the cursor if void

object reference Is returned it means that we lunve reached

the end of the cursor is

beg in

SELF.Fetch_Row Stream Element

end

if stream element is not void then we successfully

created new stream element SO append it to the list is

begin

if

Stream_Element.VOlO FALSE

then
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do we need to discard an element From

the trout of the list is

begin

il

Max 1.1st SIze XALHKLSI_Hb_ElemsJ

then

SELF Dc lete irs

end

end

add the stream element from the fetch to the

end of the list is

begin

SELF Insert_t.ast Streem Element

end

increment the loop limiter is

beg in

mdx mdx

end

end if

end loop

end

update tIh_Elenents if we have reached the end or the cursor is

begin

if

Cursor_Status End_of_Cursor

then

NbElentents Row_Count

you wont have to look at all those 9s after this

we hit the end of the cursor so lets close it and

release database resources is

begin

SftF.Ciose

end

end if

end

end load_next

procedure load_prey

c0 load the previous Stream_Elements Into

Stop_loop LONG
-- hloxlmun_list_Slze tlumier_tojlead

how many times to execute load_next

begin

end

the list is

PRECONDiTION Pow_Count flax_list_Size

note this method Is only called hy the move_to_prey

method which verifies that row count is greater than

-- the maximum list size

-- LOGIC

SElf Notify

set the row count to reflect the rownnber of the first

element in the number_to_read block immediately before this

current block

it currently reflects the row numher of

the last element in the entire lIst Is

beg iii

begin

Row_Count Row_Count XALNKIST_tlbElems ilax_List_Size

make sure that Row Count is greater than or equal to is
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ii

flow_Count longO
then

how Count longO
end

end

end

lets clean everything up so we can force reopen is

begin

close the cursor to release all the database resources is

legin

SELF.C lose

end

now clear out the list is

beg in

SELF.Oeiete_Al

end

end

ft heres what weve all been waiting for lolks re-read

the cursor up to and including the row immediately preceeding

the first row in the old linked list is

begin

Stop loop lbs List Size Nuuiber_tojlcad

loop

SELF.Load_Next

Stop loop Stop_loop

exit when Stop_Loop

end loop

end

end load_prey

procedure move to Ii rst

move to the first element In the list is

begin

-- LOGIC

ii we dropped something oil the Front of the list we will

need te start the cursor all over again is

beg in

if

Max List_Size Row_Count

then

SELF lies tart

end if

end

if

First_lime

then

get the First batch of elements and load them into the list

begin

SELF Load_tics

end
end if

position the current pointer to the first element in the list is

begin

XAUIKLSI_Nh_Elems

then

SELF XALFIKLS Itlov2Frst

end if
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end

end move_to first

procedure nioveto as

move to the last element in the list is

beg in

-- LOGIC

First Time TRUE

then

loop

SELF Load lest

exit when Cursor Status cursor_Closed

end loop

else

while

Cursor_Status Cursor_Closed

loop

SELF toad Next
end loop

end if
SELF XALNKLST_Rov2Last

end rove_to last

procedure move_to_next

test_Out out BOOIEI%N

fr move to the next link In the list is

begin

LOGIC

if

First Time TRUE

then

SEtF.Plove_to_First

it

XAIJIKLSItIb_Elems

then

Lest_Out FALSE

else

lest_Out tRUE

end It

else

It we are at the rightmost end of the list and we have not

already hit the end or the cursor load more fr the

cursor into the list is

begin

if

SELI.On_l.ast RUE
and

Curser Status Cursor_Open

therm

SELF Load_Next

end if

end

let the inheri ted Move to Plent do time rest ot

the work tor us Is

beg in

SELF.XALNKLSTNov2Next Last Out

end
end if
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end move_to_next

procedure move to prey

Last_Out out 000t.IEAN

move lo the previous ink in the list is

New Pos LONG

used to reposition the current pointer alter load preY

begin

-- LOGIC

ii

Ii rstl hue TRUE

then

1Last_Out TRUE

else

go to the previous clement in the list

ii we are at the leFtmost end oF the list and we have

had to drop any previous elements then re-open

and re-position the cursor to load the previous munlier

to read block oF elements back into the list is

begin

if

SELF.Onirst TRUE

then

ii

Row_Count Max_List_Size -- dropped some oil Front

then

New Pos Row_Count Max List Size
if

New Pos Max List Size
then

New Pos Max List Size

end if
SELF load_Prey

SElFJlove_To New Pos

Last_Out FALSE

else

tnstOut TRUE

end ii

else

SELF.XALHKISIHov2Prev last_Out

end if

end

end Ii

end move to prey

procedure open
ce open the SQL cursor is

SQLCode 5110111

begin

-- LOGIC

SELF Noti ly
switch to the correct plan is

begin

CLASS REUOAOBORAS.Switch Plan SELF
end

ç0
open the correct cursor

begin

SELF.SQl_Open SQLCode
end
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if

SQLCode SQL_Ok
then

Raw_Count

last_Object Fetcled.FORGET

Cursor_Status Cursor Open

NbElemeits Unknown_llh_Elems

else

SQiCode SQL_Cursor_Open
then

SELF Close

5E1F.Open
-- note it is not possible that

-- this recursive call will also get SQL Cursor_Open

--- since we just closed the cursor in the pi-cvious statement

therefore this routine is

protected Frau an winuinite loop_ possihility

else

CLASS_REf BAOIIOfIAS .Set_Last SQL Error SQiCode

raise IJ1IKNOWN SQL ERROR

end ii
end if

end open

procedure reopen

call Open with the initial search criteria then letch rows From the

cursor Row Count times or the last object Id fetched is located or

EOF whichever occurs first and discard the fetched rows in some

rare cases it way be possible to save restart key In these

situations the user should redefine this method to just ape the

cursor with the restart search criteria the nore general loor
approach is shown here is

Ouauuy_Strean Element Stream_Element

Save_Last_Object fetched Object 10
to keep track ol the current value of Last_Object_Fetched

Save_Nh_Elements LONG

to keep track of the current value of Row Count

Save Row Count LONG
-- to keep track of the current value of Row Count

begin

-- LOGIC

SELF NeLl

save the current counts is

hegin

Save_fib_Elements Nb_Elements

Save Row Count Row Count

end

save the object id of the last object fetched so we know when

to stop is

begin

Save_Last_Object_Fetched Last_Object_Fetched

end

open the cursor this will put us at the beginning is

Inegi

SELF Open

end

since we are at tine heginining of tine cursor we must discard

all those rows which are before where we and to restart rows
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are di scaided tinti either the last_object_fetched 15 found

or until we meet the row count or until the end of the cursor

is reached whichever occurs first is

beg

note there are some potential prnhleins with this approach

namely If row has heen inserted which appears in this new

cursor before the last object fetched then it Is possible to

get few rows repeated the only way to prevent this is to

create cursor which has restartahbr unique key see the

sunple code following this method which dcmoustrntes how to

-- write Reopen using restartabbe unique key

if

Row_Count Save Row Count

then

loop

sar retch Raw Ounmy_St ream Element
-- note the Reopen method was initially Invoked by the

Fetch Ilow method to reposItion the cursor

-- it is not possible that

-- this recursive call will also get SQL_Cursor tint Open

-- condition since the cursor cannot be closed by an intermediate

-- comnit to the data hase therefore tlis routine is

__ protected from in inlinite lnap possibility

if

Uuneiy_StreamElement.VObD IRUI

then

break

end If
discard this Stream Clement is

beg in

ClASS_REF blAOUt4hl .tfOhl_flemove_Ohjqct

Duinny_Stream_Element

end
if

Ilow Count Save_How_Count

or

OBliO Clii

Save_Las t_Ol.ject_retched

tast_OhirctIrtchrd FAISIT

then

break

end if

end loop

end If

end
restore lih Elements is

begin

Elements Save_Nh_Elements

.d

end reopen

example reopen using unique key

procedure reopen

__ call Open with the cnrrent search cri term is

begin

--LOGIC

-- SELF Open

end reopen
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procedure restart

close the cursor delete all the inked list rirnicuts and

set up for restart at the beginning is

begin

-- LOGIC

SELF.Noti ly

SELF lose

SELF Di Ic te All

iirst Iliac TWit

Row Count lunqO
Nb Elements longIJ

end restart

procedure sql_open

SQL Code Out out 5110111

DEtERRED

-- sample sql_open method follows

-- declare and open the appropriate cursor is

-- declare all your search criteria host variables br the cursor

-- declaratIons here
-- note these must be In 002 data format this means that you

-- --p cannot declare host variable of type 015 StrIng or ItS Pate nor

-- can you use any of our huge selection 01 specialized nicrs they

-- must be declared using primitive data types these host variables

-- -- must begin and end with the SQL declare srctlon statements

-- EXEC SQl BEGIN DECLARE SECT lOll

-- some_c_type IIDST_VARIASIE_I

--
some_c_type hOST VARIABLE_N

-- EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION

declare your cursor here it must have unique name within this

-- -- source file

-- EXEC SQL

DECLARE

CURSORJI/V-IE_l

CURSOR FOR

SELECT

--ft
OBJECT_ID

FROM

some table name

WHERE

some search cr1 term
_- -- note the host variables defined above are used here

0110CR BY

9ort order of output

the declare Cursor statement is not executed it is simply used by

S.- the SQL pre-compiler to generate the cursor and select statement control

blocks the cursor declaration must appear before any SQL references to

the cursor

-- begin
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load the local host variables from the selection critri-ja

instance attributes

Current Cursor better to use name instead ol number here

tle

EXIEC SQl OITN CIIRSORtiNIIE

-- elseif

Current_Cursor

then

-- EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR lW-lE

--- elseif

and so on for each cursor you define

end if

SQLjode_Out SQLCOOE

-- end sql open

procrlure sql_close

SQL Code Out out ShORT

-- 0ErEUUEQ

sample sql_close method follows

close the SQL cursor is

-- begin
ft -LOGIC

-ft
Current_Cursor -- better to use name instead of number here

-. then

-- EXEC SQL CLOSE CURSOR NA1IE

-- elseif

Current_Cursor

then

EXEC SQL CLOSE CUI1SOR_NAME_2

elself

and so on For each cursor you deFine

-- endif
SQL Code Out SQLCOOE

end sql_close

procedure sql_fetch

Stream_Element_Out out Stream Clement

SQL_Code_Out out SIItJRI

-_ OEFERREO

sample sql_fetch method Follows

This sample code is to show an implementation which uses GAQUSFEL

Change delcaration of NLStream_Element to be the particular stream

-- element you will be using

execute the SQL fetch statement against tine appropriate cursor

-- and fill in the Stream Element

-..- -- declare all local variables here to be used with tine SQL retch

-- -- note these must be in 002 data format this means that you

cannot declare host variable of type ilLS_String or NLS_Oate nor

-- --A can you use any of our huge selection of specialized macros they

-- -- must be declared using primitive data types these host variables

-- must begin and end with tine SQL declare section statements
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My Stream Element Stream_Element

EXEC SQL DEGIN DEClARE SECtION

unsigned char ODJLCT_lD29J
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION

begIn

-- LOGIC

Ny_Stream Element FORGE1

iI

Current_Cursor better to use .i name instead of number here

then

EXEC sqi

FETCh

CURSOR_NAJIE_

INFO

-- dont worry about spurious SQiCodes

.- retch_row will handle all SQiCodes for you
else

Current_Cursor

then

EXEC SQL

VElDt

CURSON_NNIE_2

INfO

OI3JECT_lD

dont worry about spurious SQLCodes
---

fetch_row will handle all SQLCO4CS fr you
else Ii

and so on for each cursor you define

ifend

SQL5ode_Out SQLCODE

if

SQ1_Codefiut SQL_OK

then

NyStream_Eleinent.Create OUJECT 10

other parameters should be added to the Create method as

-- additional attributes are added to the strecmi element you
-- define see MIJIISIIII for more information

load all host variables front the fetch into the

selection criteria Instance attributes For eFficient

cursor repositioning IF reopen Is necessary II your cursor

does not have unique restart key ignore this step
end

Streamtl enient_Out My_Stream_Element
end sql_fetch
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package body STREAM ELEMENT is .-- OAEIBSTEL

stream object returns fixed list of Stream_Elements The Stream Element

contains an Object ED Host users will inherit this class and define

__ additional attributes additional attributes mean additional parameters

to the create and initialize methods

ItIERIT

-_ Frame Class
-- RENAME

-- Frame Create renames Create

EXPORT

Create

Object

-- INSTANCE ATTRIBIJJES

Object Object_Class

-- CLASS METHODS

procedure create

Object_En in Object Class

create the new stream element

begin

-- LOGIC

SELF.Frame_Create Instance

Instance .Initlallze Object_In
end create

-- INSTANCE METHODS

procedure Initialize

Object_En in Object_Class
set Object to Object_In Is

begin

-- LOGIC

SELF Noti fy

Object Object_In

end Initialize

end STREAM_ELEMENT

object is
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
UTILIZING METHOD OF HASHING AND

DIFFERENT COLLISION AVOIDANCE SCHEMES
DEPENDING UPON CLUSTERING IN THE HASH

TABLE

This application is continuation of application 5cr

No 07/326976 filed Mar 22 1989 now abandoned

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to information storage and

retrieval systems and more particularly to the dynamic

reorganization of the stored information to optimize

access in such systems

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Information or data stored in computer-controlled

storage mechanism can be retrieved by searching for 20

particular key in the stored records The stored record

with key matching the search key is then retrieved

Such searching techniques require repeated accesses or

probes into the storage mechanism to perform key com
parisons- In large storage and retrieval systems such 25

searching even if augmented by efficient search algo

rithms such as binary search often requires an exces

sive amount of time

Another well-known and much faster method for

storing and retrieving information from computer store 30

involves the use of so-called hashing techniques

These techniques are also sometimes called scatter-stor

age or key-transformation techniques In system using

hashing the key is operated upon by hashing unc
tion to produce storage address in the storage space 35

called the hash table This storage address is then used

to access the desired storage location directly with

fewer storage accesses or probes than sequential or

binary searches Hashing techniques are described in

the classic -text by Knuth entitled The Art of Com- 40

puter Programming Volume Sorting and Searching

pp 506549 Addison-Wesley Reading Mass 1973

Hashing functions are designed to translate the uni

verse of keys into addresses uniformly distributed

throughout the hash table Typical hashing operations 45

include truncation folding transposition and modulo

arithmetic disadvantage of hashing techniques is that

more than one key can translate into the same storage

address causing collisions in storage or retrieval

operations Some form of collision-resolution strategy 50

sometimes called rehashing must therefore be pro
vided For example the simple strategy of searching

forward from the initial storage address to the first

empty storage location will resolve the collision This

latter technique is called linear probing If the hash table

is considered to be circular so that addresses beyond the

end of the table map back to the beginning of the table

then the linear probing is done with open addressing

i.e with the entire hash table as overflow space in the

event that collision occurs Deletion of records is

accomplished by marking the record as deleted but

leaving it in place or by some deletion algorithm One

such deletion algorithm known as Knuths deletion

algorithm operates by recursively moving an appropri

ate one of the next encountered occupied record

positions into the now empty deleted record posi

tion and marking that next record position as empty
Iterating this procedure until the first unoccupied re

cord position is encountered results in removal of she

record to be deleted Deletion problems of this type are

discussed in considerable detail in Data Structures and

Program Design by It Kruse Prentice-Hall Engle
wood Cliffs Ni 1984 pp 112126 and Data Struc

tures with Abstract Data Types and PASCAL by
Stubbs and Webre Brooks/Cole Publishing

Monterey Calif 1985 pp 310336

Another technique for resolving collisions is called

to external chaining- In this technique each hash table

position is able to store all records hashing to that loca

tion More particularly linked list is used to store the

actual records outside of the hash table The hash table

entry then is no more than pointer to the head of the

15 linked list The linked list is itself searched sequentially

when retrieving or storing record Deletion is accom

plished by adjusting pointers to eliminate the deleted

record from the linked list

The linear probing with open addressing technique
has the advantages of simplicity and minimal storage

accesses but the disadvantages of contamination due to

deleted records if records are merely marked as de
leted the overhead of the more complex deletion algo
rithms such as Knuths algorithm and the precipitous

degradation of operation under high load factors Ex
ternal chaining has the advantages of simple deletion

algorithms readily extendible storage size and graceful

operation under high load factors Thus neither ap
proach is optimum for all storage and retrieval systems

The problem then is to provide the simplicity and

speed of access of linear probing techniques for toads

involving little or no collisions but taking advantage of

the more graceful operation of external chaining tech

niques for loads which cause collisions to rise above

some preselected threshold

It is also well-known that the frequency of retrieval

of some records is much higher than others If this fre

quency data is known ahead of time the data can be

organized in the storage system to minimize the re
trieval time of the most frequently accessed records for

example by placing such records at the initial hashing

position or at the head of the chain Unfortunately such

optimal organization of the storage system requires an

priori knowledge of the frequency of retrieval statistics

real problem in storage and retrieval systems is the

optimal organization of the storage space when no

priori knowledge is available concerning the frequency
of retrieval statistics

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the Illustrative embodiment of the

invention these and other problems are overcome by
using dual storage organization techniques which can

be selected on the fly while data is being stored or

accessed in the storage space In particular the key for

each new record is hashed to particular position in the

hash table If the number of records hashing to that

same position is below preselected threshold the colli

sion is resolved by lmear probing under open address

ing Once the number of records hashing to that same

llishtng to thjoiiiion are removed from the ha4
iEkndTinked by extet-nil chaig leaving pointer

to the head of the chain in the hashed position When
the number of records in the external chain drops below

threshold not necessarily the same threshold that

caused external chaining the external chain is de
stroyed and the records returned to the hash table and

55
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the records stored there using linear probing under

open addressing Any of the known record deletion

techniques can be used in this dynamically combined

dual storage system Each position in the hash table

therefore can contain either record or pointer to the

head of an external chain which can be distinguished

for example by one bit flag

The above system can be simplified by maintaining in

each position of the hash table held holding the count

of the number of records heretofore hashing to that

position in the hash table This count therefore repre

sents the length of the external chain when the thresh

old is exceeded

This dynamic reorganization of the storage space of

storage and retrieval system has the decided advantage

of optimizing the retrieval time of records regardless of

load factors- Moreover the higher overhead encoun

tered with external chaining is avoided until the higher

load factor higher number of collisions suggests that

linear probing times will deteriorate substantially The

threshold loadings for switching between the two tech

niques are of course selected to optimize the overall

performance of the combtned system

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
25

complete understanding of the present invention

may be gained by considering the following detailed

description in conjunction with the accompanying-

drawing iii which

FIG shows general block diagram of computer 10

system hardware arrangement in which the informatton

storage and retrieval system of the present invention

can be implemented

FIG shows general block diagram of computer

system software arrangement in which the information 35

storage and retrieval system of the present invention

will find use

FIG shows general flow chart for record re

trieval procedure in dynamically reorganizable com
bined linear probing external chaining storage and re- 40

trieval system in accoTdance with the present invention

FIG shows general flow chart for record inser

tion procedure in the dynamically reorganizable dual

storage technique storage and retrieval system in accor

dance with the present invention and 45

FIG shows general flow chart for record dele

tion procedure in the dynamically reorganizable dual

storage technique storage and retrieval system in accor

dance with the present invention

To facilitate reader understanding idetitical refer- 50

ence numerals are used to designate elements common

to the figures

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring more particularly to FIG of the draw- 55

ings there is shown general block diagram of com

puter hardware system comprising Central Processing

Unit CPU 10 and Random Access Memory RAM
unit 11 Computer programs stored in the RAM 11 are

accessed by CPU 10 and executed one instruction at 60

time by CPU 10 Data stored in other portions of

RAM 11 are operated upon by the
program

instruc

tions accessed by CPU 10 from RAM 11 all in accor

dance with well-known data processing techniques

CPU 10 may of course comprise multiple processors

and interact with multiple memory units 11 by way of

caches for data and/or instructions all as is also well-

known in the data processing art

Central Processing Unit CPU 10 also controls and

accesses disk controller unit 12 which in turn ac
cesses digital data stored on one or more disk storage

units such as disk storage unit 11 Itt normal operation

programs and data are stored on disk storage unit 13

until required by CPU 10 At this time such programs
and data are retrieved from disk storage unit 13 in

blocks arid stored in RAM 11 for rapid access

Central Processing Unit CPU 10 also controls an

to Input-Output JO controller 14 which in turn pro
vides access to plurality of input devices such as CRI
cathode ray tube terminal 15 as well as plurality of

output devices such as printer 16 Terminal 15 provides

mechanism for computer operator to introduce in

IS structions and commands into the computer system ol

FIG and may he supplemented with other input

devices such as card and tape readers remotely located

terminals optical readers and other types of input de
vices Similarly printer 16 provides mechanism for

20 displaying the results of the operation of the computer

system of FIG for the computer user Printer 16 may
similarly be supplemented by line printers cathode ray

tube displays phototypesetters graphical plotters and

other types of output devices

The constituents of the computer system of FIG
and their cooperative operation are well-known in thc

art and are typical of all computer systems from small

personal computers to large main frame systems The

architecture and operation of such systems are well-

known and since they form no pan of the present in

vention will not be further described here

In FIG there is shown graphical representation of

typical software architecture for computer system
such as that shown in FIG The software of FIG
comprises an access mechanism 20 which for simple

personal computers may comprise no more than turn

ing the system on In larger systems providing service

to larger number of users login and password proce
dures would typically be implemented in access mecha
nism 20 Once access mechanism 20 has completed thc

login procedure the user is placed in the operating

system environment 21 Operating system 2i coordi

nates the activities of all of the hardware components of

the computer system shown in FIG and provides

number of
utility programs 22 of general use to thc

computer user Utilities 22 might for example comprise
assemblers and compilers mathematical routines basic

file handling routines and system maintenance facilities

The computer software system of FIG typically

also includes plurality of application programs such as

application software 23 24. 25 Application software

2325 might for example comprise an editor spread
sheet program graphics package data base man
ager and so forth Each of the application programs 23

through 25 includes or provides access to plurality of

programmed processes 26 27 28 respectively It is

the programmed processes 26 through 28 which actu

ally perform the tasks necessary to carry out the pur
pose of the corresponding application program In

order to make effective use of these application pack
ages the user must be able to execute the processes

26-23 at the time and in the sequence necessary to

accomplish the users goals

The present invention is concerned with information

storage and retrieval systems Such system would

form one of the application software packages 23 24
25 of FIG The various processes 262728 which

implement the information storage and retrieval system
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are herein disclosed as flow charts in FIGS and

and shown as pseudocode in the APPENDIX to this

specification tt is believed that the creation and execu

tion of the computer programs necessary to carry out

these processes are readily apparent to those skilled in

the programming art from the present disclosure

Many fast techniques for storing and retrieving data

are known in the prior art In situations where storage

space is considered cheap relative to retrieval time

technique called hashing is often used In classic hash

ing each record in the information storage system in

cludes particular field called the key which is used as

the basis for storing and retrieving the associated re

cord mathematical function or map called hashing

function translates the key into cell number or address

in the storage space called the hash table Taken as

whole hash table is logically contiguous circular list

of consecutively numbered fiaed-size storage units

called cells each capable of storing single data item

called reeoni The bashing function can be any opera- Zn

tion on the key which results in hash table addresses

more or less evenly distributed throughout the hash

table Koown hashing functions include truncation

folding transposition modulo arithmetic and combina

tions of these operations Unfortunately hashing futsc- 25

tions do not always produce unique addresses in the

bash table That is many distinct keys can map into the

same cell number producing what are called collisions

Some form of collision resolution strategy is therefore

required in all hashing systems In every instance of 30

collision it is necessary to find an empty storage loca

tion somewhere else to store the new record Moreover

such alternate storage locations must be readily reach

able during future probes searching for the displaced

record 35

Two forms of collision resolution are well-known in

the prior art The first is called open addressing Under

open addressing whenever collision occurs due to

two different keys hashing to the same cell number

technique called linear probing is used Under linear 40

probing sequential scanning of storage cells takes

place beginning with the next cell following the cell

bashed to and treating the hash table as circular The

record is stored in the first unoccupied cell encountered

in the linear probe Retrieval of the record is similar 45

The search key is hashed to the initial cell number If

the record is not found there the keys do not match

the linear probe is used to access all successive cells

until the record is found the keys match If an empty

cell is encountered during this linear probing the re- 50

cord sought is not in the data base and the process ter

minates as an unsuccessful search The deletion of re

cords under open addressing involves either merely

marking the cell as deleted or physically moving the

contents of cell to fill the deleted cell and maintain the

continuity of the probe path The preferred deletion

algorithms called garbage collection are disclosed

in the copending applications of the present applicant

Sc Nos 151638 and 151639 both filed Feb 1988

and assigned to applicants assignee now issued as U.S 60

Pat Nos 4996663 Feb 261991 and 5121495 Jun

1992 respectively

second general technique for collision resolution is

called external chaining Under external chaining each

cell in the hash table effectively stores all of the collid

ing records This is accomplished by making each table

entry each cell consist of pointer to the head of

linked list of records Such linked lists arc formed by

storing records randomly in any available storage space
but maintaining in each record pointer to the location

of the next record in the chain When search key is

hashed to the hash table entry the pointer located there

is used to locate the first record If the search key does

not match this record the pointer therein contained is

used to locate the second record In this way the

chain of records is traversed sequentially until the

desired record is located or until the end of the chain is

reached no pointer to next record Deletion of re
cords simply involves adjusting the pointers to bypass
the dejected record

External chaining has numerous advantages over

open addressing The dejection procedure is simple and

does not leave records in place which must be searched

over in future probes if Knuths deletion algorithm is

not used The number of records can exceed the size of

the hash table and can be expanded readily without

changing the hashing function Indeed storage space

for new records can be allocated dynamically as

needed Mast importantly the number of probcs re

quired to conduct searches for panicular hashed key

does not rise precipitously with increases in the table

load factor In an open addressing system as the table

loading grows the avenge number of probes necessary

to locate particular record also grows At some load

ing level the successful operation of the retrieval sys
tern collapses precipitously

On the other hand linear probing under open ad

dressing has distinct advantages over external chaining

under more moderate load factors The addition storage

for pointer fields is avoided along with the processing

overhead of following the pointer chains If the table is

implemented in virtual memory minimal number of

page faults are incurred during record access since the

portion of the bash table to be accessed occupies contig
uous storage locations on one or two pages

in accordance with the present invention the major

advantages of both techniques open addressing and

external chaining are achieved in the same system
More particularly these two techniques are combined

in one system and the actual storage strategy is selected

dynamically depending on the then current local load

factor Initially all records are stored in the hash table

using the open addressing with linear probing tech

nique When the local load factor exceeds preselected

threshold the system shifts dynansically to the external

chaining technique That is while inserting or deleting

record the local load facior as reflected in the num-

ber of records hashed to this same hash tabli ce11 is

öriEii tithed to this cell address are reorganized re
moved from the hash table itself and organized into an

external chain in another part of the store White such

reorganization involves considerable overhead the

payoff comes in subsequent searches where the extersL
chainin eatl reduces the search time It is assumed

course that tlii siencyofleirsevais greatly ex
ceeds the frequency of insertions and deletions an as

sutnption which holds true for most data storage and

retrieval systems When deletion from linked list

causes the chain length to fall below threshold not

necessarily the same threshold that triggered chain

formation the chain is destroyed and the entries reab

sorbed into the hash table

In further accord with the present invention the

dynamic shifting between open addressing and externsl

chaining is facilitated by maintaining record count

5287499
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field in each occupicd hash table cell This count is

incremented each time new record is hashed to this

same cell and decremented each time record which

hashes to this same cell is deleted from the data base

The count field is then consulted on each access for

insertion or deletion and the value in this field used to

dynamically determine the collision resolution strategy

to be used Each entry in the hash table cell also advan

tageously includes flag indicating whether the table

entry is record or pointer to an external chain

Referring then to FIG there is shown flowchart

of retrieve algorithm for retrieving records from

data storage and retrieval system in accordance with

the present
invention and involving dual collision reso

lution schemes dynamically selected depending on load

factor In FIG starting at start box 30 box 31 is

entered where the search key is hashed using any

known hashing function The cell location resulting

from the hashing operation is used to access hash table

cell In decision box 32 the contents of the cell is exam

ined to determine if the cell contatns record or

pointer to an external chain As previously noted

one-bit flag can be reserved for this purpose Alterna

tively the length of the contents can be used to distin

guish between records and pointers or the contents

examined so make this decision If the contents of the

cell is list pointer box 33 is entered to search the

external linked list for matching key In decision box

34 the records in the linked list are examined to ascer

tan it the keys match and if they do box 37 is entered

to return the contents of the matching record The

process is then terminated in box 38 If no matching

record is found in the linked list box 35 is entered to

return message that the search was unsuccessful and

the process tenninated in box 36

Returning to decision box 32 if the contents of the

initial hash table cell is not pointer decision box 39 is

entered to determine if the cell is empty If the cell is

empty box 35 is entered to return an unsuccessful

search message and the process terminated in box 36 If

the cell is not empty decision boa 40 is entered to again

determine if the contents of the cell isa list pointer This

is necessary because of later iterations of the logic path

If the cell does contain list pointer box 42 is entered

to advance to the next cell in the hash table Decision

box 39 is then re-entered

If it is determined in decision box 40 that the contents

of the current cell is not list pointer decision box 41 is

entered where the search key is compared to the key in

the current cell If match occurs box 37 is entered to

return the matching record and the process terminated

in box 38 If match does not occur in box 41 box 42 is

entered to access the next cell in the bash table Thus

the linear probe of the hash table continues until either

an empty cell is encountered box 39 or cell with

matching key is encountered box 41 Intervening cells

containing list pointers are passed over box 40
It can be seen that the retrieve process of FIG

serves to locate the target record whether it is stored

under the open addressing process or under the external

chaining process The retrieve process ol FIG as

sumes that the record has previously been stored using

the most efficient storage strategy The insertion pro

cess of FIG insures that this choice is properly made

Turning then to FIG there is shown flowchart of

record insertion process suitable for carrying out the

dual storage scheme of the present invention In FIG

starting at start box 50 box 51 is entered where the

search key of thc record to be inserted is hashed Using
the hash table address produced by the hashing opera
non the count field in the cell at that location is incre

mented by one in box 52 Decision box 53 is then en-

tered where it is determined whether or not the con
tents of that cell is list pointer If the contents of the

cell is list pointer box 54 is entered to add the new
record to the external chain This is accomplished by

walking the chain to its end The new record is then

to added at the end of the chain by placing pointer to the

new record in the previously last but now penultimate
record in the chain The

process then tenninates in

terminal box 58

Returning to decision box 53 if the contents of the

tS hashed cell is not pointer decision box 55 is entered

where the cell count is compared to numerical upper
threshold T0 If the cell count does not exceed this

threshold box 57 is entered where the new record is

added to the hash table using standard linear probing

20 techniques The process then terminates in terminal box

58 If the cell count does exceed the Tu threshold in

decision box 55 box 56 is entered where all of the re
cords hashed to this same hash table addrest are re
trieved formed into an external linked chain and

25 pointer to that chain placed in the hashed cell address

Box 54 is then entered to place the new record at the

end of that chain The process then terminates in termi

ml box 58 The process of forming the linked list in

volves no more than retrieving the hash table records

30 using FIG finding free storage location for the

first record storing the first record there and placing

pointer to that location in the hash table cell finding

another free storage location for the second record

storing the second record there and placing pointer to

35 that second location in the first record and so forth If

the hash table cell originally stored record that hashes

elsewhere from previous probe then that record

must be relocated in the hash table to make room for the

pointer again using the open addressing technique
40 In FIG there is shown flowchart of record

deletion process Starting at start box 60 box 61 is en
tered where the search key is hashed to provide hash

table cell location In boa 62 the cell count field at that

cell location is decremented by one Decision box 63 is

45 then entered to determine whether or not the contents

of that cell is list pointer If it is not box 68 is entered

to use any known table deletion algorithm to remove

the record from the hash table As previously noted the

record can merely be marked deleted and left in place

50 or can by physically deleted by some algorithm such as

Knuths algorithm The process terminates in terminal

box 66

If it is determined in decision box 63 that the contentt

of the cell is list pointer box 64 is entered where the

55 record to be deleted is removed frosts the linked list

This is easily accomplished by adjusting the pointer in

the chain just before the record to be deleted to point

the the record following the record to deleted The

storage space of the thus deleted record can then be

60 returned to free storage space for future assignment to

another record

Following the removal of the record in box 64 deci

sion box 65 is entered where the decrementest cell count

is compared to another lower threshold Ic If the count
65 is not equal to or less than this TL threshold the process

terminates in terminal box If however the cell count
is less than or equal to the Ti threshold box 67 is en
tered where the linked list is disassembled and the re
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cords added to the hash table using linear probing tech

niques The process then terminates in terminal box 66

It can be seen that the processes ofFICS and

cooperate to provide dual collision resolution hashed

storage system where the form of collision resolution is

determined dynamically on the fly depending on the

local load factor at the time records are to be added or

deleted from the system Pseudo-code
listings

for each

of these processes together with pseudo-code for two

10

I0
different forms of deletion are included in the APPEN
DIX The correspondence between the listings and

FIGS and arc obvious and will not be further

described here

ft should also be clear to those skilled in the art that

further embodiments of the present invention may be

made by those skilled in the art without departing from

the teachings of the present invention

APPENDIX

Formal Definitions

const table size size of hash table t/

const upper threshold /t used by Sert for conversion to chain structure

coust lower_threshold used by delete for conversion to table structtjre

lower threshold ippert hold

type listelernentype record

record_contents record_type

next 171st_element_type pointer to next node in linked list

end

type table_element_type-
record

count integer ft number of stored keys that hash

to this cell

status empty occupied deleted

case structure tbl list of type of data structure currently

storing records that bash here

tbl record_contents record_type

list list_head Ilist_element_zype

end

var table array table_size-fl of table_element_type

Initial state of each elemçnt of table

count

status empty

structure thl

procedure retrieve key key_type

var table size-i

continue boolean

Retrieve Algorithm

hash table
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begin

has/i key
if table list

then search linked list pointed to by table head

else begin

continue true

vthile table entpty and continue do

if table tbl and table status occupied

then if table record coztentskry key

then continue false

else mod table size

elsei mod table size

if table iJstarus empty

then not found

else found

end else begin

end

Insert Algorithm

procedure insert new_record record ipe

var 0.. table size-i

hi-st_element_type used for constructing chain

begin

hash new record key

table table
if table li-ct

then
list_insert table head new record

else if tahle upper_threshod

then begin convert to linked list

nil initialize for while loop

while rable empty do traverse sequence of records

and add to linked list

begin

if table tbl and table occupied

then if hash table .record contents key

then begin

list insert table record contents
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knuth delete Ci

end

elsej mod table size

elsej mod table size

end /while/

list insert new -ecord

if table status occu4bied

then table insert hash tableable
else table occupied

tabletijstnscture list

table head

end If else if then begin convert to linked list

else table insert new_record

end

Delete Algorithm

procedure delete key key_type

vat- table size-i

lust_element_type used for
traversing chain

continue boolean

begin

ihashky
table table
iftable structure list

then begin delete from linked list

search linked list pointed to by table list_head

and remove record whose key matches key

if table lower threshold

then begin convert linked list to table resident entries

table list head

table structure ibi

knuth_delete

whilep nil do

begin

t4le insert hash precord_contentsJcey plxecord contents

removepi from linked list dispose of element pointed to byp

and advance to next list element
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16

end

end then begin convert linked list to table resident entries

end if then begin delete from linked
list

else begin delete table resident entry

continue true

while continue do

if tab/e tiff and table status delet
then iftable key

then continue false

elsei lmodtable size

elsej modtable size

invoke nark deleted or Jcnuth delete

end else begin delete tableresident entry Sf

end

Mark Deleted Algorithm

procedure mark_deleted table_size-i

begin

table deleted

endR

Knuth Delete Algorithm

procedure knuth delete table ize

/1 Delete cell from hash table

procedure recursive delete
table_size

Delete cell instead of ceflj if required

begin recursive delete

if cell is marked empty

then mark cell empty

else if record in cell hashes at or before positionj

then begin

con tentsj contentsk

recursive delete mod table_size

end then

elsrrecwsjve delete mod table_size

end reewsive delete

begin knutix delete
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